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BOX OFFICE

GET READY FOR
SURF OF THE

PENG INS
Talk about complex.5urfJ Up is a CGI
movie about penguins, but it's also a
documentary.You see, surfing was
actually invented by penguins, according
to the movie, and audiences will get the
behind-thescenes story of
the Penguin / l
World
Surfing
Championship
this Friday in
theaters.
Cowabunga!

Pi Kappa Phi suspended until '11
Sigma Phi Epsilon was suspended for after a January 2006 incident in the
hazing when a.pledge was injured dur- Magnolia Glen subdivision involving
ing Hell Week, and Sigma Alpha disorderly conduct and hazing. While
The Office of Student Conduct sus- Epsilon was suspended after police dis- the details of that night are still unclear,
pended Pi Kappa Phi fratenity until covered heavily intoxicated men in OSC suspended the fraternity for one
2011 after the group held a social func- bizarre outfits within the fraternity's year, and they weren't allowed to have
tion while already on a previous sus- · house.
any social functions.
pension.
The recent strain has caused some
"Due to the repetitive and severe
Pi Kappa Phi will be the fourth UCF administrators and SGA members to , nature of Pi Kappa Phi's offenses, this
fraternity to be suspended in a ,l ittle begin looking into ways to prevent inci- serves as an official request to Pi Kappa
more than two years, starting with Pi dents from recurring.
Phi's headquarters that your chapter's
Kappa Alpha in 2005. More recently,
Pi Kappa Phi was first sm;pended charter be revoked," the suspension

ABE ABORAYA & TARA YOUNG
Editor-in-Chief and Contributing Writer

letter stated
Photos of the event showed up
online, alerting administrators to the
violation. According to Kerry Welch,
the director of the Office of Student
Involvement, the social function
wouldn't have gotten them in trouble if
they weren't already on suspension.
"You'd have to make the consequence a little more severe to say, 'Hey,
PLEASE SEE
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Agated parking lot is guarded by this sign at
Sylvia Lane. Groups can feed the homeless inside.

Homeless ·
find areas ·
to legally
sleep, eat
Large-group feedings
possible at Sylvia Lane
WHITNEY HAMRICK

Knightlink will hold an informational
workshop Tuesday from 11 a.m. to
noon atthe Ferrell Commons Career
Resource Center. Knightlink helps
Students find part-time and full-time
jobs and obtain other employer and
recruitment information.

Staff Writer

LOCAL &STATE, A2

SHUTTLE WORKERS AT
KENNEDY SPACE
CENTER VOTE TO STRIKE

NATION & WORLD,A4

2 U.S. PILOTS,4 AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROLLERS
INDICTED IN AIR CRASH
Afederal judge indicted two U.S. pilots
and four Brazilian air traffic controllers
on manslaughter-related charges
Friday in Brazil's worst air crash. The
pilots were charged with exposing an
aircraft to danger resulting in death.
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KNIGHTLINKTO HOLD
WORKSHOP TO HELP
WITH JOB SEARCH

Aunion representing 570 space
shuttle program workers could strike
as early as June 10, two days after
NASA's planned launch of the shuttle
Atlantis. United Space Alliance
spokeswoman Tracy Yates said the
strike would not affect the launch.
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In a technological breakthrough,Sony
unveiled aTV screen so small and thin
that it can bend in your hand.
"In the future, it could get wrapped
around a lamppost or a person's wrist,
even worn as clothing,"Sony
spokesman Chisato Kitsukawa told
the Associated Press."Perhaps it can
be put up like wallpaper?"

Tool fans at the Amway
Arena had the chance to
experience the 10,000
Days album for
themselves. Alternative
rock gods Tool played for
a large crowd Thursday.
In the top photo,
Maynard James Keenan,
Tool's frontman, rocks out
during the band's first
show of the night.
Keenan is known for
rarely facing the
audience during a show.
Far left: Guitarist Adam
Jones sings into his
voicebox in front of a
crowd of more than
10,000. Left: Tool's
bassist, Justin Chancellor,
plays underneath the
orange glow of stage
lighting during the show.
The concert used many
visual effects, ranging
from lasers to monitors
playing Tool videos.
PHOTOS BY JAMES ANDRES I
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The city of Orlando's largegroup feeding ordinance prohibits
feeding the homeless anywhere
within a 2-mile radius of City Hall
without a permit - except in Sylvia
Lane, an otherwise vacant parking
lot separated from the surrounding
downtown area by a pad-locked
fence and barbed wire.
Sylvia Lane, located under the
State Road 408 overpass, is open
daily from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. To feed
the homeless, groups must register
the day and time they plan to feed
the homeless at Sylvia Lane with the
Orlando City Clerk's Office, and
officials will unlock the gate.
"No admittance except during
scheduled group meals," reads a
sign by the gate. "Camping is not
permitted Abandoned/lost property left behind after scheduled group
meals will be disposed of pursuant
to Florida Statutes 705.103"
Shopping carts sit along the outside of the fence filled with trash
bags, clothes, shoes and other items.
There are four port-o-potties but no
place to wash your hands.
The overpass shades the area,
and surrounding construction
blocks off the street, keeping the
eyes of the general public away
from the condition of the homeless
under the overpass.
But it wasn't always like this. The
city began construction on May 1
and essentially evicted the homeless people living in the area. The
change was made as part of the
city's gentrification projects.
But on April 18, men and women
lied on or stood guard near their
belongings. Overhead, the cars driving on State Road 408 make a thundering metronomic sound.
"How about a post card like this
PLEASE SEE
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News and ootices for
the UCF community

Knightlink strategies workshop
KnightLink will hold an
informational wotkshop on
Tuesday from 11 am. until noon
at the Ferrell Commons Career
Resource Center, Room 185-C.
Through KnightLink, students can search for part-time
and full-time jobs, post
resumes, obtain employer
information and access oncampus intervieWing and
recruiting events. Advance registration with KnightLink is
recommended before attending
this seminar.
Call 407-823-2361 or visit
http://www.csel.ucf.edu for
details.
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The Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968

The Central Florido Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the UniveISity of Central Aorida.
Opinions in the Future are those of the _ind_ividual
columnist and not ne<essarily those of the edltonal staff
or the Unive™ty administration. All content is property of
the CentralFlorido Future and may not be reprinted in part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.

•

NEWSROOM

•

407-447-4558

Editor in Chief
Abe Aboraya x213

•

editor@CentralFloridaFuture.com

Thesis, dissertation support group
The group will offer a supportive environment for graduate students writing their thesis
or dissertation.
Discussion topics will
include overcoming obstacles,
setting weekly goals, relationships with advisers and committee members and managing
stress or anxiety related to the
t;hesis or dissertation.
The group will meet every
Wednesday from 3:30 p.m. to
4:30 p.m. in the Counseling
Center.
For more information call
407-823-2811.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Shuttle workers at Kennedy Space
·Center vote to strike after launch
MELBOURNE - A union
representing 570 space shuttle
program workers at the
Kennedy Space Center voted to
strike Saturday, less than a week
before the planned launch of
the shuttle Atlantis.
· The International Association of Machinist and Aero,space Workers, which represents the United Space Alliance
employees, rejected the company's contract offer Saturday
morning, Florida Today reported.
·
United Space Alliance
·spokeswoman .Tracy Yates said
·the union could strike as early
as June 10, two days after NASA
.officials plan to launch Atlantis.
·Yates said a potential strike
would not affect the launch.
"The bottom line is, a strike
·would not affect the next
·launch or the next one after
that," Yates s~d. "[United Space
Alliance] has a plan in place."
. The union's negotiating
.team felt the company's offer
was "substandard," said Lynn
·Beattie, a member of the group
.and former Local 2061 president.
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@CentralFloridaFuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m.
' Wednesday for the Monday
edition. During the summer
semester, the Future only prints
once a week.

APOLLO'S FACE-LIFT
Oldest housing
on campus gets
total renovation

Opinions Editor
Matt Morrison x213

Sports Editor
Melissa Heyboer x215

Variety Editor
Jenny Andreasson x214
variety@CentralFloridaFuture.com

· James Andres

Senior Staff Writer
Abeer Abdalla

Staff Writers
Victor Anderson, Brandon Bielich,
Nathan .Curtis, William Goss,
Mary Knowles, Zach Moore,
Brian Murphy, Ileana Rodriguez,
Crystal Scott, Robyn Sidersky

One of UCF's on-campus housing
communities is in the middle of an
expansive overhaul
·
Lake Hall is the third out of fom: residences in the Apollo community to be
renovated. Built in 1968, Apollo is the
olde5t housing community at UCF.
The changes to the Apollo residences
are considered a "complete renovation.''
This includes heating, ventilation and air
conditioning systems, all electrical
wiring in the building and plumbing.
Richard Berwanger, the S(!nior maintenance superintendent of Housing and
Residence Life, is overseeing the proj-

Copy Editors

•

•

Padrick Brewer, Jenn Kepler,
Matt Morrison

Staff Photographers
PHOTOS BY BRIAN BUSTOS I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Top: Amodel room of the renovated Apollo buildings. While there isn't a large visible difference between this and
the old rooms in the photo above, many of the changes were structural, like wiring.

that goes on before even a single pipe is
repla~ed

ect

The wiring is a vital part of the renovation.
"There are issues with the service
load,'' Berwanger said "The wiring is
inadequate:'
The multiple electronic devices used
by today's students have led to problems
in the past with tripped circuit breakers.
Plumbing is also a concern. The new
buildings will be completely refinished
with PVC pipes, an update from the system used 39 years ago.
"Plumbing back then was done with
copper and concrete," Berwanger said
"Over time, chemicals in the concrete
caused leaks in the copper:•
Aesthetics and function are not the
only things that were thought of
throughout the planning process. Safety
is also a major concern. After renovation, a sprinkler system will be installed
in the buildings, something the older
buildings didn't have.
The price tag of the renovation project is determined on an individual basis.
Osceola Hall costs $2.1 million. Volusia
Hall costs $23 million and the projected
price of Lake Hall is $2.2 million.
Osceola Hall was the first of the
Apollo residences to be renovated The
entire process began µi spring 2004.
Volusia Hall was next Polk Hall is slated
to be the last building completed, with
the entire process to be finished in the
summer of 2009.
Christi Hartzler, director of Housing
and Residence Life, said that there is a lot

"Major renovation projects for housing are approved at the vice president
level," Hartzler said in an e-mail interview. "The vice president then shares
major plans with the provost and the
president:'
The approval process is a two-fold
system, with both sides of a proposed
project carefully examined. The vice
president is more concerned with the
specific details of the work being done.
The Board of Trustees will look over the
budgetary issues.
"By the time a project gets to the
Board of Trustees approval level, it has
undergone a lot of scrutiny,'' Hartzler
said in the e-mail
As it stands now, Polk Hall is the only
remaining Apollo· buildlng still in its
original state. The majority of the building is just as it was in 1968, with but a few
minor improvements.
Housing and Residence Life, in conjunction with the Physical Plant, has a
cycle system to replace smaller items
within the residence halls. Every three
years, the rooms get a fresh coat of paint,
and every eight to 10 years, they put in
new carpet
Berwanger contributes the quality of
the Apollo buildings to the style of construction from the time period they
were built.
"They are the best built,'' he said.
"They are solid as a rock. It is an extraordinary structure."
The Apollo renovations have already
shown noticeable signs of approval.

There has been an increase in the number ofstudents who returned to the halls
and continued living there after the renovations.
"There has been nothing but positive
feedback," Berwanger said "There is a
direct correlation between the improvements and return."
Jeff Novak, an associate director of
Housing aJ:ld Residence Life, said the
changes are positive for the community.
"The renovations made a tremendous improvement aesthetically," Novak
said "The rooms have great upgrades."
Freshmen typically make up a large
majority ofthose housed in Apollo every
year. At its fullest, 417 studentS a semester will live in the four buildings, which
measures 24,456 square feet It is often a
transition for students who tend to moye
to apartment-style housing during their
sophomore year.
Novak believes Apollo's position on
campus makes the community appealing.
"I think that the central location to
the academic core, the Library, dining
facilities, the Recreation and Wellness
Center, has to do with it," he said "It really is at the heart of campus."
Novak also thinks price plays a hand
Apollo is the cheapest housing on campus. During the 2006-2007 academic
year, a room in one of Apollo's four
building$ cost $215 less than any other
room on campus.
Berwanger is pleased with the
results.
"I am very proud of what we have
done so far," he said
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TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: A20 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms after 2 p.m.
West southwest wind between 10
and 15 mph.
Tonight: Partly cloudy. West southwest wind between 10 and 15 mph.
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• Up to 5 Quarts of Oil
• Install New Oil Filter
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• Check and Top Off All Fluids
• Genuine Ford Motorcraft Parts
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·NATION &WORLD
Keep current with headlines you may have missed

Al

Stu<W shows that Miami jud~es
are tar less likely to grant asylum
MIAMI - Immigration
judges here are far less likely
to grant asylum to refugees
than their peers in other
major U.S. cities, a national
study found
The study, released this
week by three law professors
at different · universities,
·found Miami's 21 immigration
judges granted 23 percent of
the asylum requests before ·
them. The national average
was 40 percent.
Those seeking asylum
from Haiti fared even worse
in Miami, according to the
study, with only 15 percent
having
their
requests
approved
The report's authors called
the findings troubling and
noted remarkable variation in
decisions - even among
judges in the same court.
One Miami judge granted
just 3 percent of the . claims
before him; another granted
75 percent. Colombian asylum applicants had a 5 percent chance of success before
one Miami judge and an 88
percent chance before anoth-

er.
The report looked at
140,000 decisions between
January 2000 and August
2004 by 225 judges in 15 U.S.
cities. ·
Charles
Miller,
a
spokesman for the Department of Justice, which oversees the immigration courts,
said cases couldn't be compared to each other because
each one is a unique case with
different circumstances.
-ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Anonymous donor gives $100
million gift to Univ. of Chicago
CHICAGO - A graduate
of the University ,o f Chicago
gave an anonymous donation
of $100 million to his alma
mater, the latest in a series of
massive gifts to colleges
around the country.
The university will use the
money - the largest single
donation given to an Illinois
university - to give full
scholarships to about 800
lower-income students each
academic year. The grants
also will pay partial tuition for
another 400. of the 4,400
undergraduate students
U.S. colleges and univ~rsi
ties hauled in an all-time high
of $28 billion in donations last
year, led by Stanford University's record $911 million.
They have increasingly
sought large gifts from individual donors rather than
focusing on getting a higher
percentage of alumni to give.
In April, Columbia University announced :that billionaire media entreprene\J.r
· Johl,l Werner Kluge would
give it $400 million for financial aid, one of the largest
donations ever to an American university.
Besides the scholarships,
the UD.iversity of Chicago
donation also will fund a
summer enrichment program
for about 50 lower-income
students before their first
year of college.
For students to qualify for 1
the full scholarships, which
will be funded for 15 years
starting in fall 2008, the family income of the student must
not exceed $60,000. To qualify for the partial scholarships,
the family's income must not
be more than $75,000.
University officials offered
few details about the donor,
who graduated from the
school in the early 1980s: Officials said as a student, he
came from a "modest background" but did not require
financial assistance.
"Our donor is somebody
who himself felt that his life
had been transformed by the
nature of the education that
he had," said University of ·
Chicago President Robert
Zimmer.
"He wanted to make the
gift to ensure that students
had the opportunity independent of their financial
capacity," Zimmer said
,/
,'
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Iraqi soldiers and traffic police officers stop a car at a checkpoint in Baghdad on
Sunday. At least three people were killed and 24 wounded, official Iraqi sources said.

2 pilots, 4 air traffic controllers
indicted in Brazil air crash

JFK airport plot could've caused

'unthinkabre' devastation

NEW YORK - Federal
RIO DE JANEIRO;Brazil
- A federal judge indicted authorities said a plot by a
two U.S. pilots and four suspected Muslim terrorist
Brazilian air traffic con- cell to blow up John F.
trollers on manslaughter-· Kennedy International Airrelated charges .Friday in port, its fuel tanks .and a jet
Brazil's worst air disaster, fuel artery could have
caused "unthi.Dkable" devcourt officials said.
Judge Murilo Mendes astation.
But while pipeline and
accepted the charges filed
by a prosecutor last week in security _e xperts agreed that
a federal court in Sinop, a such an atta~k would have
small city near the Amazon crippled America's ec<;mojungle site where a Boeing my, particularly the airline
jetliner plunged into the industry, they said it probarain forest last year after a bly would not have led to
collision with an executive significant loss of life as
jet. All 154 people aboard ihtended.
Authorities announced
the jetliner died, while the
Saturday.that they had broexecutive jet landed ·safely.
Pilots Joseph Lepore, 42, . ken up the suspected terrorof Bay Shore, NY., and Jan ist cell, arresting three men,
Paladino, 34, of Westhamp- one of them a former memton :Seach, N.Y., were ber of Guyana's parliame~t.
charged with exposing an
A fourth man was being
aircraft to danger resulting sought in Trinidad as part of
in death. The charge is sim- the plot tl;lat authorities said
ilar
to
involuntary they had been tracking for
manslaughter and is pun- more than a .year and was
ishable by one to three years foiled in the planning
in prison.
stages.
One of the suspects, RusThe men were detained
for two months after the sell Defreitas, a U.S. citizen
crash. They were allowed to native to Guyana and forreturn to the Long Island, mer JFK air cargo employN.Y., communities late last ee, said the airport named
year after signing a docu- for the slain president was
ment promising to return to targeted because it is a symBrazil for their trial or when bol that would put "the
required by local authori- whole country in mourning."
ties.
Authorities said the men
Lepore and Paladino
were flying an Embraer were motivated by hatred
Legacy 600 executive jet toward the United States
when it collided on Sept. 29, and Israel.
He was arraigned Satur2006, with a Boeing 737
operated by Gol Linhas day in a U.S. federal court in
Aereas Inteligentes SA, Brooklyn, where he was
sending the passenger jet held pending a bail hearing
crashing into a remote Wednesday.
Two other men, Abdul
swathe of the jungle.
Kadir of Guyana and
Kareem
Ibrahim
of
A. Nicole Smith's child's father
Trinidad, were in custody in
countersues fonner attorney
LOS ANGELES - Larry Trinidad. A fourth man,
Birkhead, the father of Anna Abdel Nur of Guyana, was
Nicole Smith's baby, has still being sought in
countersued his former TI:inidad.
Trevor Paul, the top
attorney, · claiming she
defrauded him out of hun- police official in Trinidad
dreds of thousands of dol- and Tobago, a twin-island
nation off Venezuela's
lars.
The lawsuit filed Friday coast, said Kadir and
in Superior Court claims Ibrahim would likely be
Debra Opri offered to repre- extradited to the U.S. after
sent Birkhead for free dur- court hearings in Trinidad.
Authorities said Kadir
ing the paternity suit, saying
and Nur were longtime
her career would benefit.
Birkhead's lawsuit accus- associates of a Trinidadian
es Opri of depositing at radical Muslim group,
least·$865,000 owed to him Jamaat al Muslimeen, which
for an unnamed project into launched an unsuccessful
an attorney client trust rebellion in 1990 that left 24
dead.
account against his wishes.
Authorities decided to
The lawsuit said Opri
solicited donations to a legal pounce after Defreitas said
fund and revealed confiden- on May 27 that he was
tial information during happy to see that the plan,
media interviews. Opri is code named "chicken farm,"
moving forward,
also accused of charging was
Birkhead for her travel according to the criminal
expenses, dinners with complaint.
friends· and entertainment
expenses. ..
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Mid Florida Dermatology Associates, P.A.
Dermatology &Dermatological Surgery
Laura L. Mays, P.A.-C. ·
National Certified Physician Assistant

829 Woodbury Rd, Suite 103
Orlando, FL32828
·-.----···--·-----·-·---~~-

For Appointments: 407-299-7333
www.fladermdoc.com
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Enhance your summer LSAT.prep:

Get 2 free hours
of private tutoring!
Kaplan classes are held in thousands of locations across
the country-so you can start your LSAT prep in one place
and continue it somewhere else.

..
•

LSAT Classes Starting Soon!
LSOR7104: June 2, 2007
LSOR7004: July 7, 2007
LSOR7005:Aug.4,2007
And if you enroll in an LSAT course by May 31st you'll get 2 hours
of one-on-one tutoring to boost your prep-a $250 value-free!t

'

••

Higher LSAT score guaranteed or your money back:·Enroll today!

1-800-KAP-TEST

kaptest.com/lsat

*LSAT is a registered trademark of the Law School Admission Council. t Must enroll in an LSAT Classroom, Class +5, Extreme, Advanced
· Course, Premium Online Course, of 15-, 25-, or 35-hour tutoring program between May 1 and May 31, 2007. Free Tutoring must be redeemed
by August 1, 2007. Cannot be combined with any other offer, rebate. or promotion." Condlllons and restrictions apply. For complete guarantee

"'

eligibility requirements. visit kaptest.comlhsg. The Higher Score Guarantee applies only to Kaplan courses taken and completed within the
United States. Puerto Rico, Canada. Mexico. the United Kingdom. and France.
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Sick? Hurt?

We,re open every day.

lnjurjes and illnesses can happen anytime ,
requiring a doctor's care right away. Solantic is
open every day of the year, providing prompt,
professional and friendly medical attention.

,,
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•Treatment for illnesses and injuries
• Onsite X-rays, lab tests and immunizations
• Physicals for school, sports or work
Come see us for the care you need to feel better now.

East Colonial
inside Wal-Mart Supercenter
· I 1250 E Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
321-354-0112

l1!2!~~tl~
Great care. Fast and fair.
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'
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•
Amazon Village Mall
11100E.Colonlal0r.i127 • Ortando,Fl32817 • 407-273-5020
~~o~
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Athletic injury~

•

Neck pain?
Back Pain?

Summeir Special ' Soremuscleslrom
10% ·0FF massages training?
Good thru 6115107
c/(eetl. .tome pam.pet:.ln.aP

•
•

Must bring this
ad to receive
discount.

*

Visit one ot our skilled therapists@
)hu[ers Vniversi.ty Cliiropractic
l. Wellness Center

12251 Universttv Blvd.

Coalition offers shelter
FROM A1
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with people lying under a
bridge?" said a man, 37, who
goes by the name Juanito. ·~
we need is a chance to get
back on our feet."
Kevin Williams, 42, sits on
his brown bedding holding a
squeaky toy rubber frog. A cell
phone that he uses to call his
time in with the garbage company he works for lies to his
right. The company faxes his
paycheck to a local store
where he cashes it arid puts
the money in his bank
account.
"I won't be down here
much longer,'' he said. "I've
been saving my money. I just
came down here recently. We
are homeless, but we do work.
I don't ask anybody for nothing. We cook our own food.
We get water down the street
and keep it in a cooler. Don't
nobody steal out here. Everybody watches everybody's ·
stuff."
In the state of Florida, more
than 85,907 people are homeless at any given time, according ~o the Annual Report on
Homelessness Conditions in
Florida 2006. In 2005, 83,391
were homeless in Florida
The report attributes the
rise of homeless to displacement due to hurricanes Katrina and Rita
More than 8,500 homeless
live in Orlando, while local
shelters in Orlando only have
the capacity to help 2,000. The
largest shelter is the Coalition
for the Homeless of Central
Florida
Before the city banned
large-group feeding on July 24,
2006, 11 groups fed the homeless downtown throughout
the week. Now only Orlando
Food Not Bombs at Lake Eola
Park and the youth group of
the Discovery Church at the
downtown post office feed the
homeless weekly.
·
In a July 21, 2006 letter to
mayor Buddy Dyer, city commissioner Robert Stuart, who
voted against the ordinance,
wrote his concerns about the
ordinance's passing and the
effect it would have on the
community.
"The rapid increa<;e of the
population in the downtown
ar~a has created a chasm
behveen the 'haves' and 'have
nots,' placing public policy at a
crossroads between defending the stakeholders of downtown against those without an
effective voice,~' Stuart wrote.
"I believe the ultimate moti-

Ph: 401-249-3300

Cornor 01 linlVersttv Biid. &Alafava Trall

www.centralfloridachiropractit.com

Home of the$50 1-hour (UCF) student massage!! .
*Pertains to our 1-baur deep·tissue and/or swedish wellaess massages.

®

Active Release Techniques®
PHOTOS BY ALEX MARKOW I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Top and above: In these April photos, 40·year-old Tammy Jordan sweeps by her
encampment with a tattered broom. Aman sleeps underneath the Highway 408
overpass in the area known as Sylvia Lane. The area has since been cordoned off and no
one sleeps there now.

vating force behind city policy
should be to bridge this divide
rather than to expand it"
He continued, "This ordinance appears to criminalize
the good-hearted behavior of
thousands in our community
who have supported those
that our city has either
ignored or disregarded. It also
identifies our at-risk population as lawbreakers. This
action may set our community
back in its aggressive effort
toward finding solutions, not
only to the problem of homelessness itself, but to the factors that cause homelessness,
such as lack of affordable
housing, mental health and
substance abuse issues.''
The lack of affordable
housing is the common catalyst to homelessness, according to the Coalition for the
Homeless of Central Florida's
Web site. The average twobedroom apartment in Orlando costs twice as much
monthly as 40 percent of what
available service-industry jobs .
pay.
Homeless women, children
and families are the fastest
growing segment of the
homeless population, making
up 55 percent. Single men are
less than 45 percent of the
population.
This April, nearly 1 in 4
people staying at the Coalition
on any given night were children. The average number of
women and families per night
was85.
The Coalition feeds up to
400 people a day, but the high
demand and limited space
result in two to three week
turn-out rates for incoming
families. If residents decide to
join the case-management
transition program, their stay
can be six months to a year.
The Coalition has two facilities for people to sleep in. The

Center of Women and Families has 240 beds and 60 beds
for single women. The Men's
Pavilion provides 375 mats on
the floor.
'We don't just leave someone on the street. We're a network of resources with other
organizations in the city," said
Maureen Robinson, the director of community relations.
"From time to time, we
have a long waiting list," said
Jose Irizarry, director of housing and program services.
The Coalition resides in
the Parramore district off of
Central Boulevard in what
used to be the WFTV news
station. The Pavilion, where
residents sleep, looks like the
cafeteria in a poor public
school, with dim fluorescent
lights on a high metal ceiling
and aqua blue walls.
The areas for the men to
sleep are marked off with
paint, like photo comers in an
album with no pictures.
"We have to separate the
fathers from their families
because of rules" to insure the
comfort and safety of all residents, Irizarry said. "We are
unique in accepting male children up to 10 years old, and we
cannot accept male minors
alone without a referral"
The reason people don't
want to stay at the Coalition is
because they don't want to follow the rules, "but if there's a
cold night they all come here,"
Irizarry said.
Jacqueline Dowd, founder
of Legal Advocacy at Work, a
non-profit organization providing free legal assistance to
the homeless, can understand
why some homeless avoid the
Coalition.
"To expect the men to go
sleep in the pavilion and leave
the women on the street,
they're not going to do that,"
Dowd said

Popcorn and Chips Appetite Study
RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Celebration Health is conducting a study for healthy men
and women to determine the effects of popcorn an~ chip consumption on appetite.
I

To qualify for this study you must be healthy, normal weight, non-smoking, and

between :18 and 50 years of age. You must be able to commit to 6 clinic visits.
l

. ..

Gift Certificates Available

For more information,
please call 407-303-4544
'·

The

.
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in Soft Tissue Treatment

*Repetitive Strain
*Sports Injuries
*Cumulative Trauma Disorders
ART is successful for professional and amateur athletes,
people injured in auto accidents or at work,
and people who just work hard and hurt.
Symptoms vary from aches and pains, to burning
muscles, to numbness and tingling.

407-249-3300

vltllt ~eleSN.coln for ntoN Info

Active Release TechnlqUe9 (A.II. T..} provided at:
Anders University Chiropractic
By: Marc C. Anders, D.C.
12251 University Blvd. Orlando, Florida 32817

BRINGING UCF TO YOU

UCF TEST PREP COURSES
smarter Test Prep.

RELAXED. RESTED. REASSURED.
Getting into Graduate school 'is stressful, and we know the entrance
exam may scare you. With UCF TEST PREP you can rest assured
that you will be prepared come test day. We prepare you for a higher
score on the GRE, GMAT, LSAT, MCAT, PCAT, DAT or SAT ... at a
lower price. In fact our price is less than one ~third of what you'll pay
with most national test prep chains. So while preparing for the big
exam is smart, preparing with UCF Test Prep is smarter. Call us at
407.882.TEST or register online at www.testprep.ucf.edu
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INNOVATION MEETS EDUCATION
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TEACHING TECH
Professor awarded for work
with virtual reality, students
AMANDA A. HAMILTON
Contributing Writer

Charles Hughes, professor
and graduate coordinator for
the School of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science, received the Pegasus
Professor Award last month.
The award is the highest
honor for faculty at UCF, and
Hughes is one of three to
receive the award this year.
Hughes said that he's
pleased about receiving the
award, and that it's something
he wanted.
"It matters to me because
[of] what this has to do with ...
people who have a long-term
commitment to UCF, a broad
one," Hughes said.
Along with being a graduate coordinator and a professor, Hughes is also the director and one of the founders of
UCF's Media Convergence
Lab. According to Hughes, the
lab focuses on projects that
use a "computer-generated
experience that involves both
the real world and virtual
objects."
Students and faculty at the
lab work on digital and audio
projects, such as creating 3-D
sound patterns. They also

conduct basic and applied
research working with people
who have communicative disorders and traumatic brain
injuries.
"We basically give them
[researchers] the tools, and
then we help build with them
the context to do their
research or to do their clinical
work," Hughes said.
The lab also performs
high-tech teacher training,
putting teachers in real-life
situations with virtual students. Hughes explained that
teachers are put in "stressful
environments that will match
what they're going to face in
the real world, but now,
they're not going to put any
. children at risk because the
children are virtual."
Currently the lab is
rebuilding a past project by
the Orlando Science Center,
MeasureMe, which teaches
kids about statistics by having
them complete activities and
then compare themselves to
others. Hughes says the plan
for the exhibit, which was
originally created by UCF
undergraduate students, is to
"modernize it," making it
faster and more reliable to
improve the user interface.

The lab is also working on
projects using three National
Science Foundation grants.
One grant went to the lab's
work with virtual-world projects. Another is for work with
physical rehabilitation working with an industrial
partner from San Diego called
the Virtual Reality Medical
Center. The third grant is for
Hughes' work with museum
exhibits and making them
more interactive.
The lab also has an Air
Force grant for cognitive rehabilitation.
The real world and the virtual world aren't the only
things Hughes integrates
through his work. He is well
known for mixing electrical
engineering and computer
science with other schools at
UCF to research different topics.
"I think what is interesting
about him is the way his
research bridges the gap
between multiple disciplines,"
said Hassan Foroosh, an assistant professor of computer
science at UCF. "Somehow he
has this ability to find a way to
connect people with different
backgrounds, different specialties, and that I always
found amazing."
Even with all of the work
he does inside and outside of
the Media Convergence Lab,
Hughes said none of it com-

Get$20FREE
FlexBucks&
enter to win an iPod!
By being one of the first 200
to sign up for a Summer B Dining Membership.

pares to the work he does with
his students.
"The most important thing
I ever do is help students
[and] provide the context for
students to blossom, to find
themselves and what they're
good at. That's more important than anything I personally do," Hughes said.
Eileen Smith, a film and
digital media professor at
UCF, says that it's that attitude
and commitment to his students that makes Hughes such
an exemplary person. Smith
says that Hughes is always
available to not just his own
graduate students, but to all of
the graduate students in the
school of computer science.
"He is so focused on growing the next generation of
stars," Smith said.
She also remembers something that Hughes said to her
years ago when they first met:
"My real goal in life is to create
wise, not just smart children,"
he told her.
"I think he really shows
that," Smith said.
Hughes came to UCF in
1980 with high hopes about
the school's potential and the
things he could accomplish.
"I had always thought I
wanted to help build a program," Hughes said, "and that
meant a place that was moving up as opposed to a place
that had stabilized some-

•

PHOTOS BY ANDY JACOBSOHN I CENTRAL FLORIDAFUTURE

Top: Charles Hughes places a virtual simulation headset on Elena Erbiceanu. Hughes
received the Pegasus Professor Award this year. Agraduate coordinator and professor,
Hughes is also the director and one of the founders of UCF's Media Convergence Lab, which
focuses on projects involving objects from the real world and the virtual world.

,,

where."
Hughes said he never
imagined staying in one place
so long but has stayed at UCF
because he enjoys the fact that
he always feels challenged at
work and that the job he is
doing one day is never the job
he does the next day, something he believes is a key point
in being happy with a posi-

,

tion.
In the future, Hughes
wants to continue to evolve
his work at the Media Convergence Lab.
"I love this lab, and I love
the students we've attracted
to it," Hughes said
He also hopes to develop a
center for rehabilitation using
future grants.
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Eat. Sleep. Study.
A Dining Membership makes your life easier!
Summer B 2007 Memberships
(Meals ale used at Hle Marlcetplace)

Residential Dining Memberships
·-:·:'.for students living on campus ·. ·

Knights Ran....•...........•........•.............................$700.99

"1ucF~=~
Signing up is easy at

•

Most ~lar! Gives ftexibitity so you can dine;at the Marketplace
as frequently as you want IUntimited}. Includes $100 F1.eXBucks.
Price per meal: $4.09 + taX. Based on 23 meals/Week.

"

,.

Any 15 MembershiP···-·······-······························$595.99

Includes 15 meals/week and$125 AexBucks.
Averages 2-3 meals a day. Price per meal: $4.91 +tax.

•

Any 10 Membership.......·-····-···················.........$491.99

Includes 10 meals/week and $150 Rex8ucks..
Averages 1-2 meals a day. Price per meal: $5.35 +tax.

Commuter Dining Memberships
- ;,f.Or students·~ing off camptls >~

Block 50-···-··-·····-····-····-····-···-················-···.$381.99

Includes 50 meals/semester and $50 F1exBudcs.
Averages 3 meals a week. Price per meal: $6.23 +tax.

Block 25..•--•••••••n•-••••••n•-•••-•••••-••••••••••••••••••••$219.99

Includes 25 meals/semester and $50 flexBu~
Prioe per meal: $6.38-+ tax
I;'
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Naked women on bicycles pose on a bridge during a massive naked photo session with U.S. photographer Spencer Tunick in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, early Sunday. Tunick holds the world record for the largest nude photo shoot.

More nudity than normal
TOBY STERLING
Associated Press

0

•)

0

AMSTERDAM, Netherlands - Dozens of women
posed naked on their bicycles
on a bridge over one of Amsterdam's historic canals Sunday - a unique sight even in a
city famed for its relaxed attitude toward nudity and sex.
They were among 2,000
men and women who participated in a series of four nude
group photos in the city in the
early hours of the morning as
part of the latest project of U.S.
photographer Spencer Tunick.

The first and largest composition was in a decidedly prosaic location: a parking garage on
the outer ring of the city.
But what the location lacked
in romance, it made up for in
style. Participants lined the railings of the garage's twin circular towers, creating a pattern of
multicolor stripes against the
white building and an overcast
sky.
The women on bikes were
selected from the larger group
and posed with their chins
pointed triumphantly upward
toward the sky.
Other compositions includ-

Berkowitz, frat
presidents to
address issues
address these issues in a preventive and educational way,"
we're serious about this,"' Welch said. "We certainly
Welch said "I think we had a don't want to lose chapters.
particularly unpleasant year. I We want to build our Greek
don't think we'll have another community, but we need it to
year like this, well,·hopefully be healthy."
ever."
Logan Berkowitz, SGA'.s
Kevin Kelly, the director of vice president and a member
risk management at Pi Kappa of the Greek community, plans
Phi's national headquarters in to gati.).er the presidents of all
Charlotte, N.C., said the head- UCF fraternities to address the
quarters was informed by same issues. He said they will
OSC that the
be discussing
members were
the goals of the
fraternities, and
in violation of
addressing
their current
what he feels
suspension at
the time "by
are the two
things that keep
participating in
getting fraternia chapter social
ties in trouble:
event."
drinking and
All current
hazing.
members of Pi
"I promised
Kappa Phi have
no more fraterbeen placed on
nities would be
alumni status.
suspended dur"They were
ing this admincompletely not
istration.''
allowed to par- KERRY WELCH Berkowitz said
ticipate
in
DIRECTOR, OFFICE OF
Some stusocial events
STUDENT INVOLVEMENT dents at UCF
when it comes
think that punto a chapter,"
ishment should
Kelly said. "If
the university feels that the fit the crime.
chapter is a threat or violated
"They should have waited
their terms with the university, until their original suspension
and also based on what they was up to do anything," sophohave been previously in trou- more accounting major Katrible for, it will result in a loss of . na Cesaire said. "Ifthey violatrecognition," Kelly said
ed their suspension right
OSC recommended that before it was over, it really
the chapter's charter be shows that they weren't too
revoked, and Kelly said there concerned about it in the first
will be a "show cause" hearing place. As if 'suspension' to
to decide their fate.
them was an irrelevant term."
The recent strain of hazing
Welch was still optimistic·
and alcohol violations have about Greek life at UCF, and
forced administrators and the prospects for Greek Park
leaders in the Greek commu- II, which hasn't come before
nity to look at the root causes the Board of Trustees yet.
oftheproblemandbeginseek"Students, in most cases,
ing preventitive measures for just made some bad decisions,
further problems.
but they're not bad people,"
The university is expecting Welch said. "There's a lot of
the final recommendations of good things in Greek life that
an outside consulting group to don't get in the news, and
arrive soon.
we're trying to focus on those
"We're really trying to things."
FROM
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"I think we had
a particularly
unpleasant
year. I don't
think we'll have
another year
like this ... "

·1

,,.

ed a group of men posing
together near the parking
garage and a mixed group of
men and women on another
bridge.
Tunick, from Brooklyn, NY.,
has become famous for photo-·
graphing thousands of naked
people in public settings worldwide, from London and Vienna
to Buenos Aires and Buffalo.
He set a record for naked photography with a photo ofl8,000
people in the buff in Mexico
City last month.
·
Photos from Sunday's session were to be exlnbited at an
Amsterdam club later Sunday.

1:1EFFERS0 N VILLAGE
Student Living Apartments

:Jpfferson o/i{fage cordia{{y invites you
to cefe6rate tlie ·o pening of Orfantfo 's
ewest Student Living Community at our

WHEN: June 7, 2007from 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm
WHBRE: Jefferson o/i(fage C(u6iiouse
12700 Orpington Street
Orfando, PL 32826

<Tour our unique community
designed especia{{yfor students
<Bring yourfriends,
roommates d parents!
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COURTESY UCF ATHLETICS

UCF Football head coach George O'Leary talks to participants of last year's inaugural UCF Football Women's ainic. The purpose of the event is to give women insight into the g~me of football. The clinic will feature seminars on rules, training, equipment and nutrition.

UCF coaches to teach women football

DATE:

SaturdayJune 9, 2007

TIME:

Registration is held from noon to 1 p.m. The dinic will be held from
1 p.m.-5 p.m.

WHERE:

The new Wayne Densch Sports Center, which is located on the north
side of UCF's campus at the comer of Gemini and Orion.

COST:

$30: walk-up Saturday, June 9. You can also register online at
ucfathletics.com or call the UCF ticket office at 407-823~1000.

MELISSA HEYBOER
Sports Editor

UCF Football head coach
George O'Leary and his staff
are set to host the second
annual UCF Women's Football Clinic June 9 at the Wayne
Densch Sports Center. The
event will take place from 1
p.m. to 5 p.m. with registration
beginning at noon.
"The main purpose is to
give women a little more
insight into what they're seeing when they watch a football game," Director of Foot-

ball
Operations
Marty
O'Leary said. "It's t]lere to
kind of open the doors to
some women that might not
be football fans but would be
interested in becoming fans if
only they knew what was
going on."
The clinic will resemble
last year's, which was taught
by UCF coaches, and will feature several seminars on rules,
training, equipment and nutrition.
'We'll talk :XS and Os as far
as offense, defense, and special teams," Marty O'Leary

said. "But then we also talk
about what goes on behind
the scenes of the football program as far as weight training
and nutrition, the equipment
the players wear, and common injuries that occur."
Maureen
Rabazinski,
mother of sophomore tight
end Corey Rabazinski, was
one of the many participants
in last year's event and
thought the format of the clinic was very successful.
"They' had each position
coach come up and talk about
the position he coaches and

what that position does for
the football team," Rabazinski
said. 'We actually had hands
on training where they took
us into the Nicholson field
house and had us learn how to
block, tackle, catch and throw.
We really got a workout
there."
According to O'Leary, the
event may also feature several
guest appearances from players as well as tours of the UCF
Football facilities.
"It (the tours) was really
PLEASE SEE
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Donovan signs deal to lead Orlando Knights succeed
in the classroom·

.,

TRAVIS REED

where he began as an assistant
17 years ago. He also was
linked to the Memphis GrizORLANDO - For Billy zlies job.
But Orlando was the right
Donovan, it's the perfect mix:
the money, the team, the loca- fit The 42-year-old coach has
tion.
four children, and they can
After leading Florida to stay in Gainesville for now.
two straight NCAA titles and
He'll make the ll5-mile trip
building a budding dynasty in from Orlando to see them
11 years at the school, he's off when he can. Orlando is comto the NBA, ready to coach the ing off its first playoff appearOrlando Magic.
ance in four years and is on the
"I· feel like I've got great cusp of securing public fundpassion," Donovan said Friday. ing for a new arena
"I feel like rve got a tremen"Certainly, . I cou.ld've
dous work ethic. I feel like I stayed at Florida.... It was a
love the game. I know I'm comfortable decision with
going to work very, very hard four children and our family
at that, and I am excited about being happy there," Donovan
that kind of challenge."
. said. "I know the athletic
Now he has a five-year, . director. We've obviously had
$27.5 million contract and is tremendous success. I could
not far from home as he tries have just stayed and waited ...
to fashion a winner out of I think in this day and age with
young talent
so much publicity and so
Donovan, whose Gators much attention on college and
became the first back-to-back professional basketball now,
champions in 15 years, said the it's really hard to stay at a place
decision was a struggle.
for a long, long period of time.
"I felt like the future for me I'm talking about 20, 25, 30
was how do I grow as a coach, years."
'
Already, Donovan's star
as a person? How do I get better?" Donovan said at a news power is selling tickets. The
conference. "And I think the Magic took orders for more
way you get better is taking on than 200 season packages
different challenges:•
within 24 hours of his hiring.
The Gators also are preparDonovan was the country's
hottest college coach, and the ing for the transition. Athletic
Magic weren't the first to run director Jeremy Foley said Friat him. In April, Donovan
declined an offer at Kentucky,
PLEASE SEE COACH ON A9
Associated Press

Football names 36 players to honor roll
BRIAN MURPHY

GOLDEN KNIGHTS

Staff Writer

JOHN RAOUX I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Orlando Magic general manager Otis Smith stands with new head coach Billy Donovan
during a press conference Friday. Donovan accepted a five-year, $27.5 million contract.

On the field, the UCF Football team finished its 2006 season with a disappointing 4-8
record, just one year after winning the Conference USA East
Division.
But in the classroom, the
Knights have been consistently succeeding.
The reports are in from the
UCF Academic Services for
Student-Athletes and for the
sixth straight semester, the
football team has turned in a
grade point average of 2.75 or
higher.
For the 2007 spring semester, the Knights combined for
a 2.76 team GPA and the team
also had 36 of its members
named to the Athletic Director's Honor Roll for earning a
GPA of 3.00 or higher.
Five players earned their
respective bachelor's degrees.
Linebacker Randy Dozier,
defensive back Renford
Parkes, running back Jason
Peters and wide receivers
Brooks Turner and Mike
Walker all graduated
Junior safety Sha'reff

In the classroom:
Rashad was among
36 football players
to be named to the
Athletic Director's
, Honor Roll with a
GPA of 3.0 or more.
Rashad earned the highest
academic award bestowed
upon a Knight when he was
named the 2006 UCF Male
Scholar Athlete of the Year at
.the end of the 2006-07 academic year.
Rashad has a GPA of3.50 in
criminal justice through three
years.
"I think our players are
working hard in the Classroom, and they are seeing the
dividends of doing that," UCF
coach George O'Leary said in
a press release. "Their continued success is a compliment
to that and they are really taking to being a student-athlete."
Since O'Leary arrived, the
PLEASE SEE
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Clinic will feature prizes
FROM

A8

nice," Rabazinski said. "For
people that don't lmow about
UCF Football, it was very
informative. Not just about
the sport itself, but what the
program is all about."
Those involved are positive that this year's turnout
. will be as good if not better
than last year's, which welcomed nearly 135 guests to
the event.
"The entire day was really
an enjoyable day," Rabazinski
said, "and I thought the
coaches and the staff really
made learning about football
very fun. I learned a lot even
after being in football for such
a long time, and I was able to
go into the ·2006 season and
actually understand so much
more about the giune.''·
Marty O'Leary added, "If
we could match last year's
figure, that would be awesome. Any more than that
and I'd have to find a new

location for it."
Participants will also be
eligible for prizes and will all
receive a commemorative tshirt, prizes and a free meal
during the day.
Aside from a bigger crowd,
those involved are confident
that this year's event will be
be~er than the inaugural
"We asked some of the
participants from last year for
feedback, and we used a lot of
it,'' O'Leary said. "I think it
will be even better than last
year as far as the format, the
prize giveaways and how
much the women will learn
about the game."
The event, which began
last year, was first conceived
by head coach George
O'Leary following his coaching days at Georgia Tech.
"Coach O'Leary actually
started one of the first
women's clinics while he was
at Georgia Tech," Marty
O'Leary said. ''With all of the
momentum and excitement

surrounding the football team
the last couple of years, we
felt that we really needed to
get one started here at UCF."
According to Rabazinski,
one of the best parts of the
clinic is that it's appealing to
all age groups.
"There
were
young
women in their teens, all the
way to grandmothers."
The McDonald's- and
Florida Hospital-sponsored
workshop will cost $30, and
those that are interested can
register
online
at
www.ucfathletics.com
or
when they show up Saturday.
UCF students who sign up
this week will receive $10 off
the registration price.
Rabazinski, who will be
attending the event for the
second time says, "I would
highly recommend it. If you
want to learn about football in
a very fun and entertaining
way and learn about UCF
Football then this is the day to
do it."

AMY SA NCHITTA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Cavaliers' LeBron James holds the Eastern Conference Championship trophy over his head after Cleveland's 98-82 victory over Detroit.

King James is finalsCoach looking for success bound with victory:
TOM WITHERS
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day the school was laboring to
install a new coach, hoping to
keep recruits from bolting.
Donovan signed the consensus No. 1 class in the country
this year.
He replaces Brian Hill at
Orlando, who was fired after
two consecutive losing seasons. Hill's ousting followed
the Magic's first playoff
appearance in four years,
which ended with a .firstround round sweep by Detroit.
Donovan has been a head
coach for 13 seasons - two at
Marshall and the past 11 with
the Gators. He played in the
NBA, but only for a year
before leaving to join Rick Pitino's staff at Kentucky.
In Orlando, Donovan will
try to convert that college success info a pro championship
- a difficult feat in the allbusiness pros. He'll bring at
least one assistant from Florida, Larry Shyatt, to help.
I}onovan said one priority
was finding a perimeter scorer
to team with All-Star Dwight
Howard and 7-footer Darko

Milicic. Donovan said he
lmows several of the Magic
players, having unsuccessfully
recruited the likes of Howard,
Trevor Ariza and J.J. Redick
while at Florida.
"Certainly it's going to be
an adjustment, but I've got to
coach to my personality and
how I feel comfortable," Donovan said ''.A lot of guys on the
team right now, there is some
prior relationship.''
General manager Otis
Smith said he was looking for ·
"someone who was going to
help our young team become
better basketball players.''
Smith said Donovan still
wasn't a sure thing as of
Thursday, and the sides continued back and forth as
reports filtered out the deal
was made.
Donovan said Pitino, his
mentor, urged him to consider
the move.
"He really felt it was a terrific situation,'' Donovan said
"That's really where I started
to really pay attention and
really think about this."
Redick called the hiring a
"great opportunity for myself

and for all the young guys on
the team to really grow."
"Everything coming out the
last few days in the media was
that there was no chance we
were going to get him,'' the former Duke star said "I lmow a
lot of people in Orlando were
hoping we were going to get
him. Obviously I'm very excited."
Smith and Donovan played
down the fact that other successful college coaches struggled in the pros.
"I think you guys make a
good deal out of that because
you don't look at the teams
prior to those coaches getting
there, you only look at the
teams after they got there,''
Smith said. "Go back, this is
your homework. Go back to
those teams who brought in
, college coaches and look at
their records prior to them·
and their rosters prior to
them."
''Eighty percent ofit is communication and relationships.
The :XS and Os: How many different ways are there to defend
a pick and roll? Let's not kid
yoursel£"

UCF earned a 2.76 GPA in spring
FROM
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football team has posted
some of its highest GPAs. The
Knights set a new school
record in Division I-A with a
2.78 team GPA in the fall of
2004, only to best that with a
2.808 mark in the fall of 2005.
For the 2005-06 academic
year, 39 UCF football players

were selected to the Conference USA Commissioner's
Hondr Roll, the most of any
school in the conference.
"We are all very pleased
with the success the football
team is having in the classroom," ASSA assistant director Kristy Belden said in a
press release. "I see first hand
the time and energy they put

into their academics, and it is
rewarding to see them do so
well."
The Knights will begin
their 2007 season against
North Carolina State on Sept.
1 at 6 p.m in Raleigh, N.C.
Their first home game of
the season will be against the
University of Texas on Sept.15
at 3:30 p.m on ESPN2.

Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Crown
them one and all, the kid called
King and the Cleveland Cavaliers.
For the first time, they're
Eastern Conference champions - and on their way to the
NBA finals.
Lugging an entire region's
hopes with him on every trip
to the basket, LeBron James
had 20 points and 14 rebounds,
and unflappable rookie Daniel
Gibson added 31 points -19 in
the fourth quarter - to give
the Cavaliers a 98-82 win in
Game 6 against the Detroit Pistons.
Cleveland, a city that hasn't
celebrated a world championship since 1964, when the
Browns beat the Colts, has the
next closest thing.
And now the Cavs, who
won just 17 games the year
before James arrived from. will
meet the San Antonio Spurs in
Game 1 of the finals on Thursday night.
James, who scored 48
points in Cleveland's ' doubl~
overtime win in Game 5, didn't
have to carry the Cavs by himsel£
Gibson gave him all the help
he needed
The slender second-round
pick from Texas, who didn't
become a major contributor
until March, outshined his
superstar teammate.
Gibson made three 3-pointers in the first 2:16 ofthe fourth
and drilled another long-range
jumper with 6:52 left, set:tirig
off a celebration in Quicken
Loans Arena.
The season couldn't have
ended worse for the top-seed-

TONY DEJAK I ASSOCIATED PRESS

Cleveland Cavaliers rookie Daniel Gibson shoots over Detroit's Rasheed Wallace i1J t.he
Cavs' 98-82 series-clinching victory. Gibson scored 31 points in the game.

ed Pistons, making their fifth
appearance in the conference
finals.
Rasheed Wallace fouled out
and then got thrown out after
being slapped with two technical fouls by referee Eddie Rush
with 7:44 to play. Richard
Hamilton, too, fouled out after
scoring 29 points.
The loss could signal an end
of an era for the Pistons, with
Chauncey Billups bound for
free agency.
As the final seconds ticked
away, James flung the ball into
the crowd and jumped into the
arms of center Zydrunas
Ilgauskas as the Q quaked. The
moment had to be particularly
sweet for Ilgauskas, the club's
7-foot-3 center who was drafted by the franchise in 1996 and

spent two seasons on the sideline with major foot injuries.
With wine-and-gold confetti faJling from the rafters, James
walked to midcourt to thank
Cleveland fans, some of whom
were wiping away tears at
finally seeing a Cleveland team
win something significant.
''This is the best thing that
ever happened to me, man,"
James said, ~ddressing the
20,562 delirious fans. "But look
here, look here. It doesn't stop.''
Moments later, James was
handed the Eastern Conference trophy by Hall of Farner
Bill Russell, who had advice for
the 22-year~ld
''You are representing the
Eastern Conference," · the
Boston Celtics great said.
"Make me proud"

FOUR BEDROOMS, FOUR BATHROOMS, FOUR LEASES! CONVENIENTLY LOCATED

BY UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA.
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Sage Francis,

Club Firestone,

•

Bp.m.
This indie hip-hop
phenom delivers
witty lyrics with an
intense flow. $15.

•

~

WWE
Smackdown,
AmwayArena,
7:30p.m.
See spandex-clad
bad boys throw each
other mercilessly
against the mats.
$20-$70.

•,

.,

&<u1111.:.....1uAY

Blue Man Group,
Universal Studios
Orlando,
6p.m. to 9p.m.

•

Acclaimed group
combines music,
paint and physical
comedy. $59- $69.

fl8

AmezJ,
Orlando lmprov,
Bp.m.

,,

Aformer Harlem
Globetrotters recruit
and one funny guy.
21 &up.$20.

'

Toxic Audio,
House ofBlues,
7:15, 9:45 p.m.
This five-piece a cappella group got their
start at the Orlando
Fringe Festival in the
late '90s. $19.50.

:s
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Apatow's Knocked Up
is packed with humor, heart

RDA\'

Star Wars
Weekends,
Disney-MGM
Studios,
9 a.m. to 1Op.m.

WILLIAM GOSS

')

StaffWriter .

This weekend's
guests are Daniel
Logan (Boba Fett,
Episode II) and Ray
Park (Darth Maul).
$60.

C

areer-minded Alison (Katherine
Heigl) just got a promotion.
Bong-minded Ben (Seth Rogen)
is a consummate slacker. They
meet at a club, have a one-night stand, and
- sure enough - find themselves confronted with an unexpected pregnancy.
Yes, it's a simple story, one fit for many
a TV movie, and yes, we know Ben will
have to mature while Alison takes her
career into consideration, yet, in spite of it
all, writer/director Judd Apatow (The 40Year-Old Virgin) makes the story work
because the cast makes the characters
work. Rogen has been an Apatow staple
for years, and thankfully, he finally gets his
long-deserved shot to shine, and it's his
Ben that proves to be the heart of the ·

Super Stang Fest,
Daytona International Speedway,
8:30 a.m. to 6p.m.
The year's largest
Mustang event on
the East Coast $1 Sto
go, $60 to enter a car.

.,,
story.
His posse of equally unmotivated pals
(Apatow alums Jonah Hill, Jay Baruchel,
Jason Segel, and Martin Starr) do bring to
mind the alpha-male antics of Virgin, with
their scenes often making for amusing fits
of improvisation and camaraderie, and
Ben does spend some serious time bonding with brother-in-law-to-be Pete (a
never-better Paul Rudd).
However, Knocked Up manages to be
every bit for the girls as it is for the guys.
Heigl makes for a surprisingly worthy
comedic foil to Rogen, and yet as critical
as she is to the proceedings, it is Debbie,
Alison's sister and Pete's wife (played by
Mrs. Apatow herself: Leslie Mann), who
almost upstages Ben in terms of emotion-

al growth. Here's a woman, initially dominating and disconcerting, who turns out
to be every bit as frustrated with her life as
her husband is, yet without anyone to vent
to.
Speaking of scene-stealing, out of a
tremendous ensemble, it's the note-perfect appearances of SNL cast member
Kristen Wiig as the assistant to Alison's
boss that may have you seriously reconsidering just how long someone has to be
on screen in order to earn some sort of
nod.
While the majority of the humor stems
from Alison and Ben's reluctant relationship, it wouldn't be fair to label Knocked
PLEASE SEE

FILM.ON A12

Alison Scott
(Katherine Heigl)
and Ben Stone
(Seth Rogen) learn
some interesting
news at the 08/GYN
in Universal
Pictures' Knocked

,.

Up.
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COURTESY WARNER BROS. PICTURES

OCEft fS THIRTEEN (PG-13}
The sequel to Ocean's Eleven (2001) and
Ocean's Twelve (2004). In Ocean's Thirteen
the team is after diamonds and out for
revenge when a casino owner (Pacino) cuts
Tishkoff (Gould) out of a deal.
Directed by: Steven Soderbergh
Starring: George Clooney, Brad Pitt, Matt
Damon, AndyGarcia, Don Cheadle, Bernie Mac,
Casey Affleck, Scott Caan, Eddie Jemison,
Shaobo Qin, Carl Reiner, Elliott Gould, Ellen
Barkin, Al Pacino, David Paymer

•

0~eat Go~rrtlet· • •
Try It Today!
Here's your quick, delicious
alternative to fast food.
Crispers is gourmet your way.
Garden-fresh gourmet salads ... hearty stacked
sandwiches ... and a great selection of hot entree items.

COURTESY LIONSGATE

HOSTEL PART 11 (R}
The sequel focuses on three girls who are
studying in Italy for the summer and get
lured bade to a lot offamiliar places. It turns
out that the Slovakian stopover is actually
part of a chain, and you'll see the ins and
outs of the whole organization and how
they get people and kill them.
Directed by: Eli Roth
Starring: Jay Hernandez, Lauren German,
Heather Matarazzo, Bijou Phillips, Vera Jordanova, RogerBart, Richard Burgi

•
COURTESY COLUMBIA PICTURES

•

SURF'S UP (PG)
Based on the groundbreaking revelation
that surfing was actually invented by
penguins. In the film, a documentary crew
will take audiences behind the scenes and
onto the waves during the most
competitive, heartbreaking and dangerous
display of surfing known to man, the
Penguin World Surfing Championship.
Directed by: Ash Brannon, Chris Buck
Starring: Jeff Bridges, Shia LaBeouf, Zooey
Deschanel, James Woods, Jane Krakowski, Jon
Heder, Mario Cantone, Brian Benben, Michael
McKean

Plus, there are a dozen soups, gumbos, and chowders
prepared fresh every day, and a tempting menu
of desserts and frozen treats.
Now, you can enjoy
the fresh gourmet taste
of Crispers, and save $1
on the menu item
of your choice.

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN BLVD.

W J TERPARK

ph (407) 673-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

WATERFORD LAKES
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL

But hurry ...
this offer is for
a limited time only.

ORLANDO

ph (407) 482-4727

Eat well,
save money.
How is that
a bad plan?

MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. 10:30AM - 10 PM SUN. 11 AM - 8 PM

,,.
i ..E
N
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Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth
and career opportunities at www.crispers.com
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CJTIIE TUBE
9:30 p.m. CBS How I Met Your Mother
When Ted, Robin, Marshall and Lily don't
want to go out, Barney brings his brother
for a visit, only to discover that his gay
brother is getting married. Initially Barney
is upset, but comes to terms with it when
he learns he's going to be an uncle.

11..Y DR nK
PE IHI.

8 p.m. TVGCLook-a-Like

In case you haven't noticed, the TV Guide
Channel no longer shows TV listings. I
knowthat's strange, but their lineup of
original programming isn't that bad, well
actually it is, but if you like Hilary Duff this
week they're turning an obsessed fan into
a look-a-like version.
8 p.m. 0N Hidden Palms
Agirl who Johnny used to .date while in

rehab comes to Palm Springs; Cliff dislikes
Tess' latest boyfriend and schemes to get
rid of him. I've never heard of this show,
and I don't know what it's about, but it
seems like it could be worth a watch.
8:30 p.m. NBC 30 Rock

"

"}

•1

it

Liz confesses she got back with her ex. Jack
Donaghy fears that Liz is leading a life of
mediocrity and takes it upon himself to be
her mentor. Meanwhile, back at the show,
Liz needs to deal with a physically-altered
cast, including a face tattoo on Tracy, botox
and collagen injections on Jenna and Josh
sporting two black eyes from a run-in with
an angry Regis Philbin. NBC has a ton of
great shows that no one watches.
10p.m.ABC20/1(1

Remem!M!r when Barbara Walters was a
serious journalist and not the mediator
between Rosie and whomever she's
fighting with? Those were the days, and
the show she used to be on is still on the
air, although it'll never be the same
without Hugh Downs.

TUESDRM

9 p.m. ABC Ruffian

Frank Whitely (Sam Shepard) trains
Ruffian to become a championship
racehorse, but tragedy strikes at Belmont
Park in 1975. Sounds like a mix between
Seabiscuit and 01' Yeller, how can you go
wrong?
- COMPILED BY WOODY WOMMACK

Alafaya Trail

..

South of University, behind C B & S Plaza, next to Subway

3900 N Alafaya Trail· O~ando, Fl 32826 • 407-382-0199

O C T·YBEAT.com

All
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Students design Shaqsized jacket for charity
WOODY WOMMACK
Staff Writer

Artists from all over Central Florida were called to
come up with a creation for a
charity art show on June L
The theme: Shaquille
O'Neal and the popular drink
Glaceau VitaminWater.
For four UCF students.
one creation came to mind: a
Shaq-sized sports jacket,
complete with a design that
featured the creative talents
of each of the artists.
"We definitely had some
sleepless nights trying to figure out what we were going
to do," said Mark Thorstenson, a senior graphic design
major and member of the
Diversitile custom-clothing
company.
The company is comprised of Thorstenson, senior
animation major Chris
Campbell, senior fine arts
major John Terramoccia and
senior graphic design major
Richard Gordon.
Each of the Diversitile
artists specialize in a different
artistic style. From classic
realism to cartooning, Diversitile has applied its art to
every type of clothing, but
especially to shoes.
Along with the Shaq-sized
sports jacket, the event featured a diverse line-up of VitaminWater related art, all
available for bid in a silent
auction.
A large portion of the proceeds from the event went to
the Odessa Chambliss Quality of Life Fund, an organization that provides scholarships to nursing students
throughout the country. The
organization is run by Lucille
O'Neal, Shaquille O'Neal's
mother.
Lucille O'N,eal was more
than impressed with the work
of Diversitile.
"It's very nice. I really like
the concept," she said. "I don't
know if [Shaq] would wear it.
"He's different though, so
he may wear it," she added
Apparently after admiring
the jacket, O'Neal realized
that her son may indeed want
it and placed a bid of $300.
But after she left, another bidder placed a bid $10 higher

Folk singer still getting it right
AMANDA K. SHAPIRO

shows.
Born in New York, the singer/ songwriter
had music instilled in his life at a very young
Rufus Wainwright's new 12-track album is age. Influenced by his folk singer parents,
true to his style and characteristic of his mag- Wainwright began to play the piano at age six
nificence by being sure to
and toured with his family.
reinforce his reputation as
But the bright lights and
one of the most talented and
stage life weren't enough to
clever musicians to ever
cover up his emotional pain.
engage in folk and soft alterPerhaps it was the hardships
native-rock music.
that he faced early on in his
Release the Stars is the fifth
life that inspired the content
album to be added to Wainfor songs like "Do I Disapwright's catalog, which startpoint You." Both beautiful
ed nearly a decade ago.
and sad, the song depicts a
Intense and thought-provokmelancholy inquiry on behalf
ing lyrics are the bread and
·of the narrator, who secretly
butter of the album's content.
beckons to just be accepted
•'
"Not Ready to Love" states,
for who he is.
"I'm not ready to love; I'm not
Wainwright's songs have
Rufus Wainwright
ready for peace. I'm givin' up
been featured on several
the dove to the beast."
soundtracks, including his
Wainwright's vocals usualcover of the Beatle's classic
Album: Release the Stars
ly sound slurred and drawn
''.Across the Universe" on the I <Label: Geffen Records
out. Sustained notes are
Am Sam movie soundtrack
Available Now
accented with carefully
and ''.Another Believer," which
placed vibrato, which helps to
was recently featured in Diselongate the melodramatic
ney's Meet the Robinsons.
feeling on songs like "Leaving for Paris No. 2"
One of the most noteworthy songs on the
and "Tulsa."
album is "Between My Legs," chosen for its
Though his vocal range extends further jingly tambourine accompaniment and catchy
.than most men in his genre, Wainwright opts backup vocals that echo throughout the song.
for more monotonous singing on songs with Equally notable is the title track, "Release the
slower tempos. There is a distinct operatic Stars," which encompasses the classic Wain- ,
influence in Wainwright's voice, which can no wright vocals and song arrangement to delivdoubt be attributed to his love of the opera er a big-band sound to a glorified ballad.
and his passion for theatre.
Wainwright is currently on tour, but has •
The album heavily relies on the accompa- yet to confirm any Florida dates.
nying piano and guitar work that the artist is
Send questions, comments and album sug- t
renowned for alternating between during live gestions to: Amanda.KShapiro@gm.aiLcom
StaffWriter

•

****•
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Diversitile artists (from left) Mark Thorstenson, Richard Gorden, Chris Campbell and John
Terramoccia present the VitaminWater·and-Shaq-inspired jacket at CityArts Factory.

and won the jacket.
Thorstenson said it took
the group about 20 hours to
complete the size-64 jacket,
but said that it was definitely
worth the effort.
"The
exposure
was
enough. We're happy with
what we came up with," said
Thorstenson, who also said
that when his group was
approached by VitaminWater, they agreed before they
even knew what they would
be designing.
The event took place
upstairs at the CityArts Factory in downtown Orlando. VitaminWater was flowing
throughout the night, and
gourmet cookies and hors
d'oeuvres were offered free of
charge.
"I didn't just want to do a
Shaq appearance," said Vita.:. ·
minWater District Marketing
Manager Marsha Green, who
organized the event. "We

have some great pieces of art
here, and the money goes to a
good cause."
UCF students weren't just
contributing art to the event.
They will be benefiting from
the proceeds as well.
"UCF is one of the schools
we work with," Lucille O'Neal
said. She said that she knows
how hard it is for students to
pay their way through four
years of college and that her
fund helps pay for more than
just tuition.
"Students have to pay for
more than just school and
books. There's housing, food
and plenty of other expenses
they have to worry about, and
that's what we want to help
with," she said
For more information on
the Odessa Chambliss Quality of Life Fund, visit
their
Web
site
at
http://www.ocqualityoflifefund.com

v

Monday- Friday- with a purchase of lunch 11 · 4 p.m.

-i

Sunday Night •7 p.m. - Close Hospitality Night
>~ ~
5 for s10 Domestic Buckets• s3.s Premium We s ru
Free Pool for Hospitality Employees • Must sho pau · ub 1d
Waterford Lakes· 11351 lake Underhill Rd.· Orlando,FL32825 • 407-737-6606
University· 7644 University Blvd.· Winter Park, Fl 32792 • 40Hl71-7797
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THURSDAY
NIGHTS
AT LIBRARY
ALL YOU CAN DRINK UNTIL MIDNIGHT
Drafts-Wells-Calls $5 • BEST DEAL AROUND!

SATURDAY NIGHT!!
All Drinks 2-4-1 • 9 p.m. - midnight
$3 Pitchers ALL NIGHT!

COURTESY UNIVERSAL PICTURES

Alison (Katherine Heigl) and Ben (Seth Hogen) spend some quality time at the 08/GYN in the new comedy Knocked Up.
'

Film funny yet sincere
FROM AlO

Knocked Up

Up as a romantic comedy. In
love or not, they're in it for the
long haul, and it's these multidimensional characters and
their interactions that make
the proceedings so sublime.
Sure, there's plenty to
laugh at - in fact, for a twohour-plus comedy, there's an
impressive scarcity of dud
gags or slack pacing to compromise it. There are more
than a few worthy pop-culture references, and some satisfying cameos to boot, but
for all its relevance, this is a
film that has no need to fear
{

I

*****

Starring: Seth Rogen, Katherine Heigl,
Paul Rudd, Leslie Mann, Jason Segel,Jay
Baruchel
Director: Judd Apatow
In Theaters Now

feeling dated.
No, as constantly and
effortlessly humorous as it all
is, it's ultimately the sincerity
that lingers and surpasses the
status of mere DVD shelf staple. Like any good home
pregnancy test, I'm 99 percent sure that Knocked Up is

destined to become a minor
classic.
Oops, there goes the cword. Then again, when is it
not too soon to say that Apatow might be the savior of
character-based adult comedy?
Hyperbole can indeed be a
dangerous thing, so while I
may not go as far as to call it
"one of the best comedies in
years, and most certainly one
of 2007s best films,'' I can at
least assure you of this:
In its own way, Knocked
Up will likely turn out to be
the best family film of the
year.
I/
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OUR STANCE

Frat actions can
hann
UCF's
intage
. .J
•

ust when you thought you
heard everything there was
to say about fraternities at
UCF and their problems, you
• turn a corner, and SMACK!,
something new runs up and
slaps you across the face.
Brace yourselves. At the,end
of the academic year, some
members of Pi Kappa Phi fraternity held a party.
That's it.
No, really. That's it.
Unfortunately for the brothers of Pi Kappa Phi, their frater~ nity was under suspension for
hazing when they got the crazy
idea to do what many Greeks
and non-Greeks do at the end of
" a semester.
According to the rules of
their suspension, however, the
• fraternity could not host or
attend any events.
It seems that fate was really
moving against Pi Kappa Phi on
"' this one. Someone took pictures
at the party, which turned up
online, finally making an unexpected stop at the Office of Stu~ dent Conduct. Apparently they
don't take kindly to folks flaunting their suspensions by celebrating the end of the school
•year.
So, the fraternity was suspended ... again.
.,
Think of it as double secret
probation.
That's one small oops for Pi
Kappa Phi; one giant mess for
Greek life.
Sure, Pi Kappa Phi's crime
was mundane, but UCF cannot
afford to show mercy.
,;,
This past year we've seen
some of the worst that fraternities have to offer. A hazing incident that resulted in the injury
of one UCF student got Sigma
Phi Epsilon suspended for three

years in January.
And let's not forget the
regrettable case of Sigma Alpha
Epsilon in October. Police interrupted, what members called, a
"ritual" that involved men in
fairy costumes and women's
underwear lying in pools of
vomit. Everyone remembers the
"mangled hotdogs" mentioned
in the police report to have been
strewn around the room - the
phrasing is eerily descriptive.
What people don't remember from this incident is that
three men had to be taken to the
hospital because, according to
police, "they could not walk
under their own power."
What rriany frats don't seem
to understand is the prominent
position they hold in a universi- ·
ty's appearance. Though representing a small portion of the
student body, they nevertheless
are the most visual element of
that body. Their actions speak
to the university's character and
that of their fellow Greeks.
Out of control Greeks translate to "party school" for the
outside community, and with
that type of brand, we can wave
off many new students and
donors. UCF doesn't want SAE's
hotdogs biting them in the butt,
and neither should students Greeks included
After spending four years or
more here, you want employers
to think your university is credible, don't you?
With the recent rash of frat
troubles, UCF is in full-panic
mode. It knows that its reputation is on the line and is ready
to defend itself - and it has
every right to do so.
Frats in opposition to this
should know that being university sanctioned means you must '

adhere to university laws and
penalties.
UCF didn't overstep its
bounds dealing with Pi Kappa
Phi, and even granting that the
brothers may have made a simple mistake, the error was still
theirs, made during a time when
the university cannot afford to
accommodate the Greek system.
It's time that Greeks stop
mulling over how they've been
wronged and take responsibility
for their own actions.
Greeks shouldn't expect
leniency in the months ahead,
nor would it be deserved until
they can prove themselves different from the Animal House
image that always seems to
overshadow the frat house.
When Zeta Beta Tau rolled a
giant beach ball around campus
collecting signatures and
money for the Children's Miracle Network, the story found its
way into the Future, but other
than the yearly philanthropy,
what have frats done to set
themselves apart from the
herd?
Where is the social consciousness, the academic
prowess that Greek organizations are so prone to boast of?
The Greek image at UCF
took a beating last year, and it's
going to take a lot of work to set
things right again.
That means that Greeks will
have to work together to make
sure that they all play by the
rules.
And it means that Greeks
must be aware of the rules that
govern them.
So next time you want to
party, Pi Kappa Phi, take a
moment to review the terms of
your suspension, lest you suffer
another major bringdown.

WAYNE STAYSKAL /TAMPA TRIBUNE

I KNOW YOU'RE UPSET A130UT 6AS PRICES,
LADY, BlIT mu CAN'T 'PUT THIS CORN IN "rOUR
TANK UNTIL IT'S CONVEJ<TED TO Ell-4ANOI..!

/

DON WRIGHT /.PALM BEACHPOST

Hitt should make
openness the norm
At Thursday's Board of
If a student journalist is strivTrustees meeting, protesters of
ing to create a balanced story by
UCF military research got what
obtaining an interview with the
they asked for: a reaction.
president, they shouldn't be
At the close of the meeting,
stopped at the doors of his
President Hitt spoke in regard
office.
to more than 90 letters that
Those community voices
were delivered and signed by
raised in concern should not
protesters during a rally in
stop speaking, and an exchange
April. The letters demanded an
of ideas between the public and
end to military research conJENNIFER LARINO its governing body is a basic eleStaff Writer
ducted by UCF students and
ment of democracy that should
faculty, and gave Hitt until May
not, and cannot, fade away.
31 to respond
If these elements disappear so will our
And to everyone's surprise, he did
confidence in our institutions.
President Hitt, politicians and other
What troubles me about this story is
the surprise factor. The president of the
public authorities have their voices heard
university taking a minute or so at the
daily. It is their responsibility to address
close of a Board ofTI.ustee's meeting to
those citizens who have gained the
address significant student concerns
courage to speak up for themselves.
And that doesn't mean attending a
shouldn't be a surprise. It should be the
semesterly public forum. It means creatnorm.
Hitt has made it one of UCF's goals to
ing a free-flow of ideas between the
become a more inclusive university. That administration and UCF students by conshould mean that everyone, regardless of stantly lending an open ear.
Perhaps Hitt and the Board should
background or belief, is to be included in
the community, and the president of the
dedicate a section of each Board of
university should set that tone of incluTrustees meeting to addressing a few
sion through his actions.
major student issues?
I commend Hitt for addressing proOr m aybe Hitt could find time in his
testers. Instead of ignoring their letters,
week to reconnect with the student body
he gave them a public response.
by meeting with student organizations
But we all know from experience that
who have m eaningful questions to ask
this hasn't always been the case. Hitt has
I know that not every concern held by
not been as open to students as many of
the nearly 50,000 UCF students can be
us wish he would be.
taken into consideration by Hitt, but it
What kind of inclusive community
should not be a surprise when issues
can be created if its highest member disraised by many students are openly disregards the voices of the community?
cussed by the head of the university.
Although administrators have many
We live ma day where passionate
items on their plate that they must priori- activists, such as Cindy Sheehan, are
tize, the student voice cannot be set
silenced in a democratic society that
aside.
turns a deaf ear to them and even conUCF has one of the largest student
demns them.
bodies in the nation; our thoughts are a
If anything, the university should
vital component of our university's make- strive to tum away from the pattern the
up.
cotintry is falling into and work together
If a large group of students makes the
by including all voices.
If Hitt is striving for inclusion at UCF,
effort to contact the president and be
heard, the president should acknowledge he should look to his actions at this last
their concerns.
Board m eeting as a starting point.

UCF spokesman
,set strong exantple
T

he Future offers its thanks
and best wishes to Tom
:,,
Evelyn, the former vice
president of UCF News and
In.formation. Evelyn left the uni": versity on Friday.
Throughout his time at UCF,
Evelyn was a valued resource for
all journalism students.
Proper journalism isn't something that occurs naturally; it
doesn't just spring up out of the
ground like a plant. Good jour., nalism, the kind that people can
rely on, requires a lot of effort,
from a lot of people, all commit,., ted to doing their best every day.
It is easy for the first-year
journalism student - and even
for some of us veterans - to
.: become discouraged when
things don't go the way they
should
At such uncertain times, it's
<1' important to know whom you
can rely on, and for many of us,
especially for the folks here at
., the Future, Evelyn was one of
those people. He worked hard to

gather the information requested
and to report back in a timely
manner.
He was always available and
willing to help, proving that the
gap between students and
administrators may not be so
wide as some may speculate.
We know that many times
Evelyn was inundated with
requests for information from
students.
·
As the university spokesman,
Evelyn was called on to answer
any number of questions by
eager young reporters and did so
quickly and efficiently.
We know what you're thinking: Are they just praising someone for doing his job? Well yes,
we are.
We like to see people who do
their job and do it well.
Most of all, we like to see
employees of the university who
make a strong effort to help students.
. It is very easy to be lax when
returning some wide-eyed,

young journalist's call, and it's
remarkably simple to do a halfassed job collecting information.
Sometimes it seems that students walk around with "unimportant" written on.their foreheads as far as this university is
concerned.
Should we go over all of the
times that a student has been
shown the door, made to wait or
lied to simply because they were
just a student?
No, it's easier if you look at
your own experience.
With Evelyn, it was different,
and that is what we respect.
We hope that his successor
will follow in the fine example
he has set, and that he or she
will maintain the openness and
availability of News and Information.
We cannot overemphasize
the importance of this position.
As students, we need to be
well informed about our school,
and there needs a person in
charge who respects that right.

MAN ON THE STREET
T H E

JACOB GOVERN
Business Pending, Senior

"Most Greek people tend to stick
with others in Greek life."

...

,,

WORD

AROUND

CAMPUS

What is your opinion
of Greek life at UCF?

JESSICA HIGGINS

CHRISTINA PACHECO

JOSH EDMUNDSON

SHAWN LESSARD

LAUREN BROOKS

Business Pending, Junior

Finance, Senior

Legal Studies, Senior

Pre-Law/Political Science, Senior

Reading Education, Masters

"I love it. I'm part of it."

"I wish it was a little more integrated between the councils."

''I'm not Greek, but I know that
Greek life does good things, like
charity."

"I really don't have a lot of experience with Greek life."

"Well, it's not particularly for me."

+
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SUBMISSION DEADLINES

HOW TO PLACE':AN AD"'.

PAYMENT METHODS

.Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

CLASSIFICATIONS

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

100 Help Wanted: General
125 HelpWanted:Part-time
150 Help Wanted: Full-Tune
175 Business Opportunities
200 for Rent: Homes
22S for Rent: Apartments
250 Roommates
275 Sublease
300 For Sale: Homes

OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS
Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

c
c
c

B
B
B
A
A
B

Rate

325
350
375
400
500
600
700
800
900

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
for Sale: Pets
Servkes
Announcements
Travel'
Worship
Miscellaneous
Wanted

B
A
A
B
A
B

B
B
B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing Engineering firm
seeks the following staff for its rapidly growing
Orlando location (Quadrangle near UCF). Excellent
opportunity for future full-time employment for
qualified candidates in engineering field.

Women ages 21-30 - you can
help make a miracle happen!
Egg donors needed to help women
who are waiting to become moms.
Excellent compensation provided.
Call for details, 407-740-0909.

RateC

$6
$4

$9
$6

$18
$12

<'\!.

Successful company seeking confident,
self-motivated individuals. Own
transportation req. Will train. Drug-free
workplace. Contact Phil: 407.767.7663

and working in a network environment.

Fax or email your resume to R. Roberson
407-830-6836 • rroberson@k.lgllc.com
www.KLGLLC.com

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••
Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

••••••••••
Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?
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.

Appointment .Setters

,.

Baldwin Park accounting firm seeks
enthusiastic people with clear
speaking voices to set appointments
for our accounting firm. Base salary Is
$1o-$13/hr +commission. Flex day
time hours, PT/FT, professional
environment, paid training. No acct
exp req'd. Billingual a +. For interview
call 1-800-994-4276 Btwn 9am and
5pm EST Monday-Thursday

~\

i1

DJCarl.com is looking for RELIABLE
assistants to set-up and break-down DJ
equipment after LATE weekend parties.
$25/hour. E-mail jobs@djcarl.com

ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL/PLUMBING
CAD DRAFTERS/DESIGNERS Part-time, experienced using AutoCad 2005

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
JOIN OUR TEAM- BRING FRIENDS
Fast walkers to dist. flyers in Ori & surr.
areas. Start now, we'll train. Up to
$10/hr. Perks! Need car & cell. PT/FT
407-359-5901 or 321-287-0757
$30/hr
Monday-Thursday 4:30 ·p.m.-8:30 p.m.
Great sales training provded.
Call 407-513-1901

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include· • $750 in textbooks reimbursement
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce. ucf.edu

LIVE EVENT PRODUCTIONS
Emerging creative media company seeks
talented Multimedia Designer,
Executive/Personal Assistant, and Live
Production freelance team.
MO/)NWALK DELIVERY DRIVER
EEDED. Mostly weekend work.
Delivery & pickup of moonwalks and
other party supplies. Make $20+ per
delivery. Must have pickup/SUV for
deliveries & valid drivers license/pro9f of
insurance. Call 407-701-1245

/

Work from your own home. Flexible
full and part time shifts available.
Weekly payroll checks mailed or
through direct deposit. You must have
a corded telephone in a private area of
your home. We employ 1400+ agents
nationwide.
Great job for college students.
Check us out at phoneactress.com
1-800-325-6608

'

Now Hiring!!
Downtown Disney!!
Flexible Shifts;
Unlimited possibilities
Sunglass Icon is owned by
Oakley and is a nation wide
company with over 130 stores.
3 new stores will be added in
Orlando this Summer!!!
If you are outgoing
energetic and sales driven

Call: 407.827.0110

•
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www.thinkcybis.com~oin-us

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-971-9131

R•O•l'•C

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Swim Instructors: If you're good
come work with the BEST. Sharks &
Minnows Swim School. FT/PT
$11-$14hr. Will Train. (407) 699·1992.
wv.rw.sharksandminnows.com

-

Pir Doggy Daycare Position.

TO ZDELGADO@GOVMSERV.COM.

Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
•••wwiN.dogdayaftemoon.net•..
email resume: info@dogdayaftemoon.net
Texas Hold'em Players Wanted.
Free to play. Win Great prizes.
Always looking for dealers.
www.allinpokerseries.com
Massimo Trattoria Italian restaurant
hiring servers. prep cooks, dishwashers.
Call Alex at 407-733-8294 or visit
www.massimotrattG>ria.com

Marketing Coordinator

Id ·al PfT job for students

GrayRobinson, P.A., an AV rated law firm with 10 offices in
Florida, has immediate opening for a Marketing CoonJ1natof
based in our Orlando office.
Successful candidate must have a marketing or communications degree
or relevant marketing experience in a professional ser\'.ices organization.
The coordinator provides technical and administrative support to the
Marketing Department with regard to marketing/communications and
event planning. Experience creating basic graphic design and drafting
press releases helpful.

Accounting Majors: Part Time
Accounting help needed. Flexible at
home hours, call 407-252-3058

to do

We offer a competitive salary and comprehensive benefits package in a
professional, challenging environment.

Part time Leasing Consultant needed
for up-scale Winter Springs apartment
community. Great pay and bonuses!
Must be able to work Friday- Sunday.
Fax resume to 407-699-5035.

9 re at things. .

Admin. Asst. that can use QB to help w/
scheduling, coordinating sales calls, and
trade shows. Light bookeeping. Familiar
with Goldmine software a +. Much room
for growth, PIT and flex hrs. $15/hour
E-mail susan.drazen@gmail.com or call
407-466-5456

Welcome to AT&T. Join us, and you'll use your charisma and technical
savvy to deliver the perfect wireless solutions. You'll also receive an
average of 40 training hours every year. We invest in your knowledge.
Your knowledge catapults your career. Your career fuels our success. .

Now Hiring Retail Sales Consultants!
Responsibilities are as follows:
•Maintaining strong knowledge of new wireless products, accessories,
pricing plans, promotions and service features
•Educating and engaging customers through product demonstrations
•Handling phone inquiries from customers on billing issues, payments,
upgrades, trade-ins, service changes and returns

PART TI.ME

CONTACT DAVID MILES OR ZEE DELGADO AT (407)-629-6900
OR E-MAIL RESUME AND COVER LETTER EXPRESSING INTEREST

--.tment Setters Wanted M-F
6-9pm.
$101 how. No selling involved.
$
Casselberl') area. Call 407-339-3000

You have a mind

c.-

GOVERNMENT SERVICES GROUP, lNC. IS SEEKING AN INDUSTRIOUS ,
ORGANIZED INDIVIDUAL TO PERFORM ACCOUNTING CLER.ICAL AND
RELATED DUTIES FORA FAST PACED HIGH VOLUME GOVERNMENTAL
UTILITY. THE CANDIDATE SHOULD HAVE OR llE CURRENTLY ATTENDING
SCHOOL TO COMPLETE A BACHELORS DEGRE E IN ACCOUNTING. THE
ABILITY TO TYPE 30WPM OR MORE, MAINTAI ' FINANCIAL FILES, AND
PROFICIENCY IN THE USE OF MICROSOFT OFFICE PRODUCTS AND
GOVERNMENTAL ACCOUNTING SOFTWARE DESIRED. KNOWLEDGE OF
CRYSTAL REPORTS WOULD BE A BONUS.
POSITION IS FOR 20-30 HOURS PER WEEK AT $12.00 PER HOUR HOURS
ARE FLEXIBLE AND WE CAN WORKAROUND A STUDENT'S CLASS SCHEDULE.
THIS IS AN EXCELLENT WAY TO GET HANDS-ON GOVERNMENTAL
ACCOUNTING EXPERIENCE, WHILE PURSUING YOUR DEGREE.

Ao

/

RateB

[fiiil] HELP
BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

I

RateA

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads on line 24 hours a day

HELP WANTED:
General

·

...

RATES

Rate

Please send cover letter, including salary requirements,.and resume to
HRAds@gray-robinson.com.
GrayRobinson is an Equal Opportunity Employer

.-------------------------------------~-----------. ~

Promo/Sales/Mktg Reps
Great PIT job! Event mktg firm seeks
dynamic reps to work promo for major
airline at Orlando Airport. Must possess
strong work ethic, positive attitude, good
people skills. Unltd earning potential, flex
sched, paid training. 888-691-1810.

----Knight Newspapers---NOW HIRING

DISTRIBUTION DRIVERS
Summer Semester
Monday mornings
5:30 - 7:30 a.m.
Truck or SUV required
$10anhour

Classified Sales Rep wanted
for the Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr. plus bonus.
E-mail resume to
trishai@KnightNewspapers.com
Summer help wanted for the month of
July. Baby sitter for 10 year old girl.
M- F 3 p.m. til 8 p.m. Light cooking and
housekeeping may be required. Please
be experienced with references. Please
e-mail resume and a brief introduction
with salary requirement to:
needasittr@aol.com.

E-mail:trishai@knightnewspapers.com
or call 407-447-4555
(camu
Jloi;i~i

Seminole Chronicle

~"

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study'

We offer:

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting

•Competitive pay {base pay+ commission)

a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

•Excellent benefits (401 (k), tuition reimbursement, paid time off,
medical/dental)
•Advancement opportunities
•Continuous training on the latest technology

•

•A fun work environment
If you're ready to be a part of the hottest industry with the best in the
business, apply online at cingular.com/retail or text JOBS to ATT (288).

The new
Delivered.
AT&T is an Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Employer,
and we're committed to hiring a diverse and talented workforce.
©2007 AT&T

+

Brief ~HYsical EXam

• Complete Blood Work
• EKG Testing

• Body Composition Analysis
• $300 Compensation

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to, participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407..303-4611

....
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Royal
Elements

STA I ROYAL ELEMEITTS DESIGNS AND DISTRIBUTES INNOVATIVE LINE OF BATH Ii BODY
PRODUCTS, PET PRODUCTS, HOTEL AMENITIES, ETC, TO BIG BOX RETAILERS &HOTELS.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR

..

MAR.KETINCt

lndl"'.'?uals to market our products to hotels and retailers through tefe sales,
mailings, data entr~ Good communication and computer skills are desired.

WEB DESlt;NERS

To update our website With our new.products and promotions .

Office just off Sand Lake Road, Southwest Orlando. Please e~aif or fax resume.
shaji.thomas@staelementsusa.com, Fax: 407 351 7717.

3/2.5/1 gated Townhouse for rent
2557 Galiano Circle Winter Park, 32792
Never lived in, all appl. incl.,
$1295/mo conact zaknat1@yahoo.com

Move in Special- 50% off July
2/2 in Club at Orlando.
Newly renovated! Close to UCF.
, Background check req'd. $895/mo.
Call Heather 407-913-4169.
Room for rent at Northgate Lakes.
Walking distance to campus. $700 for
the remainder of summer (Until August
1). Definitely negotiable. Great
roommates. Clean Apartment. Females
only. Call 727.418.5983

4 Bedroom I 2 Bathroom

Will Pay All Fees Including First
Months Rent

SPG Homes, -a
real estate builder/developer

is lookirlg for ~
personal assistant
• 20-40 hours a week

• Flexible scheduling
t1uties: office organization,
phone, o.o sit.e help, etc.

battery industry is seeking Customer
Service/Office employee for permanent
part time position. Responsibilities
include customer service on phone and
general office duties. Great opportunity
to learn hands on business operations.
The position offers $10/hr with room for
growth.Located in Sanford. Call (407)321-8843.

If

3/2.5/1 car garage. Winter SpingsOviedo, Gated Comm. Barcley's Reserve
off of 434 1600 sq. ft. $1350/mo.
Call 407-366-5807
4/3/2 townhouse in Avalon Park
$1300/mo incl. cable, access to pool,
tennis and basektball court.
407-557-2382

NEW PROGRAM FOR
STUDENTS
Don't rent when you can own your
first home now and have roommates
pay your rent- LIVE RENT FREE
while building equity.
Call 1-866-380-7301 ext 2051
FREE RECORDED MESSAGE
THE REAL ESTATE SPECIALISTS

Visit WWW.UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Rent & Sale.
Free 24!7 Website With Pies & Info.
Century 21. Rick Sletten 321-438-4568

HtGI I TECH LAsER OPTICS
MANUFACTURER,
NEW PORT R.ICHl::'Y,

FL

ACCEPTING RESUMES FOR

• ENGINEERS .

• SALES ENGINEERS
• JR

PRocFSS ENGINEER

BA rN Orncs, PI 1YS1cs,
OR ENGIN.EERli'lG REQU!RED.
SEND RESUME TO

TLEWJS@VLOC.coM,
OR FAX 727-375-5300.

.

~Musi· llE trtJZEN of t'El!M rulslol'NT. EO.E.
'

BEAUTIFUL LAKEFRONT HOME
w/ DOCK. 4/2/2 w/ bonus room on 1 1/2 ·
acres. Behind UCF on Lake Price.
Skiable lake, newly renovated
bathrooms. Avail. early July
Call 407-488-9656
UCF area, Cambridge Circle 2/2.5 bath
2 reserved parking spots, 1 year lease.
$835 rent, $1000 security deposit
Call 321-536-5430
Rooms for rent: 4/2 house in Oviedo.
10 min. from UCF. Lakeview. screened
porch. All appliances. $450/MO + 1/2
utilities. 2 rooms avail. immediately!
Call 407-902-6963
UCF area: for rent 3/212 house
w/washer and dryer.Ceramic tile,
screened porch, new appliances,
nice neighborhood. Avail. In July
$1,400 mon. For more info call 407948-8409
3/2 condo in River Run. 1 mile from UCF.
Brand new, luxury living! Skylights,
garage, driveway, gated comm. Never
lived in. $1350/mo 917-478-0501
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go to
www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571-3659
Duplex Available Now
3/2 $1095 or 212 $830
11622 Shilpa Ct. W/D, Lawn care
407-580-9724

312 OVledo Home w/ garage in great
condition. Large Fenced Yard w/
d eck. 5 Min from UCF. Washer and
dryer Included. 1500/month. Call for
more details 407-587-9897.

'

5Bdri2.5Bath (Bonus room

possible 6th Bedroom)2 Car Garage.
Econ/Lee Vista Area. 12 Miles From
UCF. Minutes from UCF College of
Medicine and Burhnam Institute.
$2,300/Month. First and Last Required
plus $1,000 Security Deposit.
Call J.P. 407-948.3884

)\ttn UCF Parents! Investment
properties are a smart option - let your
kid's roommates help cover the costs
while you earn equity. Many options
available near UCF if you act fast! Call
The Selby Group at 407-482-8225 for
more details.

....

TOWNHOUSE NEAR UCF
2 Master Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
112 ml. f rom UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center2 Parking Spaces, ·w/D
Included. $850/Month 407-310-6583
..._ 3bd/2ba/2car garage near UCF/research
park. Formal Living rm, dining rm, fam.
rm. Screen porch, big yard, fireplace.
$1475/month. Incl. W/D, Avail July 1.
Call Doug 407-920-5201
211 Casselberry House for rent.
Carport, $850/mo $850 sec. dep.
407-681 -6500
Beautiful 2/2 Town Home in Chancellor's
•
Row. End Unit, assigned parking, tile
throughout. washer/Dryer & 2 mi from
UCF. Access Pool & Tennis.
Call Steve @407-488-9656
~ Brand-New 3/2.5 Town Home behind
UCF. Avail NOW! All appliances
Included, large master bedroom and
loft, overlooking pool and lake, 1 car
garage. Please Call 954-663-6298

. East Orlando -UTILITIES
INCLUDED!!!
Close to Valencia College, UCF, Full
Sail and Barry University. Screened
Porch. Newly renovated - carpets,
appllances, paint, & bathrooms.
$1250/month including electric,
water, and basic cable. $600 deposit
required. No pets. Call Tanya at
(407) 421-9463 or email
tanyazelher@yahoo.com.

Waterford Lakes, The Crest
Luxury Condo 2bd/2ba,W/D,cableTV,H/S
internet, tel, pool, gym. Utilities included,
$650/roommate, 407-247-6423

BUILDER CLOSEOUT NEW
TOWNHOMES
$600 per month and you OWN a new
2 bedroom 2.5 bath townhome with
many upgrades In gated community
with pool. Only a few left.
Call 1-866-380-7301 ext 2200
Free Recorded Message
The Real Estate Specialists
CAMBRIDGE CIRCLE - 1.5mi to UCF
2BD 2.5BA 2 parking spots per unit,
$995/mo-$1000/Dep W/D,DW,MW
Roommates OK - 407-493-2723
UNIVERSITY AREA: 2BR/2BA condo
near UCFNCC. 1100 sq. ft.$900/mo. +
security. Water included. No Pets. Call
407-657-5451
CONDO for RENT Waterford Lakes We are UCF Grads and want UCF
Students! 3/2 New hardwood floors,
new carpet, granite countertops In
kitchen and baths, new showers, new
appliances. Cable, Hlghspeed
Internet, fitness center & swimming
pooll $1,490 per month 407-451-5137
Avail NOW!

House: 4bdr/2Bath. 2 Car

Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes 2, 3 , 4 & 5
bedroom, $1 ,175 & up.
407-76o-o7p8

Beautiful and spacious 1 bdrm condo
with a lot of upgrades . Waterford Lakes
area. 3rd floor, balcony view, storage,
valet trash svc. All appl. incl. H.S
internet. Lease to own. 407-923-6065
Apartments & Rooms Available All
Florida Areas! Furnished or
Unfurnished. Browse and List FREE! Call
877-367-7368 or visit www.SUBLET.COM

10 MINUTES TO UCF. 1 small room
available in a quiet 4/2 furnished house.
$285/mo + utils. Looking for Female
roommate. All house privileges. No pets,
N/S. 12 mo lease. 407-319-3751

MOVE IN SPECIAL! One Month
FREEl!l2 bedroom, 1 1/2 bath
Beautifully remodeled w/new tile,
berber carpet, Frigidair appliances.
You move in for $925 deposit + $35
app fee = $960. Call Adam today to
see them and reserve your unit with
$200 deposit. Available immediately.
407-339-1108 x106
Pegasus Connection -Release-avail 7/1locked br. with pvt. bth, $520/month,
July rent free. Cf11(813)841-4317

Sublease May- July at Pegasus
Landing Male needed for 1/1 in 414,
very reasonable! $400/mo all util incl.
407-372-0116 or 941-266-0626
1/1 avail in a 414
at the Village at Alafaya. $535/mo O.B.0. M/F okay .Contact Jeremy at
321-544-5383
Pegasus Point- Willing to pay move in
fee!!! in a 212, all utilities included,
$560/mo. Available NOW!! Females Only.
Contact Kelma 787-951-6496
Female needed In a 414 Village at
Science Drive apt. Can move-in early
as May 1st. Rent is only $48511 Very
nice apt and great roommates! Please
contact Stacy@ (561)801-6872

2/3 furnished townhouse in
gated community, clean, leasing
master bedroom w huge bathroom,
closet. Next to UCF! $600 inc. all
utilities. Contact 305-924-7813
21y/o college stdnt needs NON-SMKR
clean roommate 2/2 Winter Park apt
(furnished minus bdrm) avail 8/1/07
$650/mo utilities incl 561-756-4510
HUGE room with 2 large closets
available for F in large 2 story home in
Tanner Crossing behind UCF. Must be
clean, respectful, considerate. Avail.
A.S.A.P. $535/mo all util incl. cable,
H.S.internet, yard. 913-908-8185 or
rentucf@yahoo.com
5/3 2500 sq. ft. 10-15 min. from UCF.
18"x18" ceramic tile throughout. $575/mo
all util incl. and prof. cleaning svc.
Call.Jasmine 407-488-8575.
N/S Roommate wanted to share
spacious 3/3 Apt. Avail July or Augusy.
5 mins from UCF. Must be clean,
responsible and quiet! $465 + 1/3 utils.
Grad student preferred. Contact Athena
at 561 -312-3916
M/F needed for 4/2 house in Avalon
Park. Furnished, private bathroom .
$500/mo all util incl. Cable, internet.
Call Maria 407-470-3824
F roomate needed to share 212 apt. in
Mission Bay. Close to UCFI Private
unfurnished bedroom w/ walkln closet
& bathroom w/ Roman tub! $488/mo +
1/2 utilities. (561 )351-1701
FEMALE roommate needed! 1 room
for rent In beautiful 3/2 house In
Chelsea Pare. 8 min from UCF, 7 min
from Valencia. Only $475 a month
INCLUDING utllltles. Must be clean
and pet friendly (I have a beagle). Any
questions reach Luisa at:
(954) 864-6271
Female roommate wanted. 2B/R 2 bath
condo. Newly decorated. Gorgeous
pool, wireless access, washer/dryer in
unit. B/R not furnished. Non-smoker,
18+ y/o, no pets. $570/month, utilities
included. Minutes from UCF.
References required. email
and10701@hotmail.com
Looking for 2 roomates for 3/2 house.
350-375 w/security deposit and 1/4
utllltles. If Interested please call
Crystal 386-931-3786
M/F wanted for 3/2 in Oviedo near UCF
& SCC. N/S, W/D, yard, garage, $400
plus util. Available immediately Must be
clean, quiet.and responsible. Call
Heather 321-544-9211
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212 CONDO FOR SALE 1/2 mile from
UCF.Spacious rooms,berber carpet.new
bathrooms, owner needs to sell asap. Call
Monica (407) 222-3488 Keller Williams
Advantage 2 Realty www.YourRealtorMonica

2/2 SPACIOUS CONDO
Exclusive WATERFORD LAKES area.
Fully upgraded - Huge rooms, modern
kitchen. patio, full size washer/dryer.
Clubhouse, fitness center & pool.
Minutes from UCF, shopping &
attractions. Great for family or student.
READY TO MOVE IN!! $250,000 incls.
closing costs. Call 954-868-0323.
412 1875 sq. ft. home, minutes from
UCF, expressway and shopping. built
In 2003, excellent condition, great
Investment. upgrades and special
features $264,900
Call Frank at 407-657-0602
Attn UCF Parents! Investment
properties are a smart option - let your
kid's roommates help cover the costs
while you earn equity. Many options
available near UCF if you act fastl Call
The Selby Group at 407-482-8225 for
more details.

3 MOTIVATED Sellers!
MINUTES TO UCF!
#1: 413, 3 CG, 3500 sf, pool, 2.6
acres. Beautflul country views! $699k
#2: 412.5, 2100 sf, fireplace, pool,
great neighborhood! $342,500
#3: 4/2.5, w/ bonus room and
dent 3107 sf, pool, conservation,
$459K plus $5k tow~rd closing!
Julie Smith 321-303-4440
Welchert Realtors, Hallmark
Properties

Visit WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Sale & Rent.
Free 24!7 Website With Pies & Info.
Century 21 . Rick Sletten 321-438-4568

r-----
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3 great buys!
3/2, lots of tile, high ceilings, lrg fenced
yard. $231,900.

Male Roommate Wanted for 3/2
Oviedo home, 4 miles from campus in
beautiful neighborhood.
super clean, huge master bedroom
and huge private bathroom and closet,
must see. high speed wireless internet
throughout,62"TV, many ammenities.
500 to 575 depending on room chosen.Call Jesse 954-649-9174 or Travis
954-649-8592
Quiet, clean, N/S F roommate needed.
Private bed/bath (furn or unfurn) in 3/2
house in winter springs. No pets. Garage
parking, comm pool. avail 8/1. $600/mth
all incl. call Jennifer 407.492.6541
Room for rent In 212 apt In Mission
Bay near UCF. Has private bathroom.
Unfurnished. Shared apt with 20 y/o
Male student. Very quiet and rarely
home. Rent is $480/mo. plus 1f2
utllitles. Please call for more info. 407923-4119.
Room for rent in 3/2 house behind UCF.
Responsible roomate wanted, rent is 420
plus 1/3 of the utilities. First month rent
FREEi Please call or e-mail Noel at 561302-2998 I nmarie39@aol.com.
Room for rent in a new 3/2.5 townhouse,
gated avalon park community.
$600/month includes everything. Call
Mike ASAP 954-234-3953

ROOM FOR RENT!

Like New Hawthorne Glen

FOR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool from $189,000. Close to UCF.
Call Joyce Ungerman at Century 21
Oviedo 407-366-5837
Single Family Home $260,000
3/2 1750 sq ft, near UCF. Screened
porch, cul-de-sac. Move in ready,
Avail. now. Free recorded message.
407-965-0094 code 42954

Near UCF-off University. 3/2/2 cul-desac. Fenced yard, screened porch,
Pergo Floors, W/D , warranty. Asking
215K. Below market. 727-418-1952.

CHEAP RENT
$400 a month
10 min from UCF
, AVAILABLE NOW!
609-707-5942
oom or rent, 1.5 m es rom
.
$475, furnished. All utlitles, cable,
wireless internet included. 407-7018331 or.407-399-1347 Females only.
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ACROSS
Follow closely
Peruvian peaks
Insider's advice
Ryan with the
most no-hitters
Artist Duly
Lennon's Yoko
"Teachers" star
Kind of bank or
back
Cycle starter?
Make a wager
Whopper
Joyride
_the Hun
Conscious
Elizabeth
Browning
Ability to walk
aboard
Distensible sacs
Part of USSR
Park trees
Exist
Austen novel
UFO pilots
Not up to
standard
Georgia city
Makeshift
baseball field
Jabbers
Really oldfashioned
Squealers
Music genre
Up to, briefly
Spaniard's
cheer
Defamation in
writing
Fissure
Palindromic
sibling
Wonderland gal
Alleviates
Fri. follower
Bills
Took a swig
DOWN
SPIKE formerly
Pal of Pooh
Every one
Powerful
positions
Got set to pray
French sculptor

© 2007 Trlbuna Media Services, Inc.
All rights reseJVed.

· 7 Toe protectors
8 Motherless
calves
9 Ormandy and
O'Neill
10 Shifty
11 Hairpiece
12 Six-out segment
13 Dots
21 London gallery
23 Eisenhower's
coin
24 French cleric
25 Statuesque
26 Disney World
transportation
28 Chinese
philosophy
30 Part of a refrain
33 Hindu title
37 Annapolis grad
39 Temperate
40 Synthesizer
inventor
41 Culturally showy
43 Blast letters
44 Totally
disinfected

Clean, responsible M/F
needed A.S.A.P for 3/2 In Alafaya
Woods. $495/mo Including utilities.
Pets OK. Call Isaac at 407-902-8563
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Last issue solved
46 Forgo food
47 Lured
48 From one side
to the other
49 Muse of comedy
50 Up-to-date
51 -Saudi _

54
60
61
63
64
65

Small' spot
Sci. class
French article
ISS partner
Bog
Tongue-clucking
sound

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

ORLANDO/UCF AREA. For sale by
owner Townhouse in Hawthorne Glen.
1518 sq. ft. Great Price! Call Amanda
(407)590-5181
TOWNHOME in Waterford Lakes - 3
bed/2.5 bath with upgrades galore. Very
quiet and no shared walls. For sale or
lease-to-own, $234,900.
Call Sean at (407)257-3587

Graduating Student getting rid
of new, expensive bed set. Only used
for
one year. Queen size set complete with
expensive matress, box spring,
headboard, footboard, nightstand, and
dresser. Sacrifice for $1000. Call
727-510-2491 or 727-560-1339
for more info or to see the set.

NEVER USED iMac 17"

$2200 OBO call 407-587-6569
A/C: Front, Airbag: Driver, Airbag:
Passenger, Cassette Radio, CD Player.
Some mechanical defects but good
running condition.

1GB memory, 160GB hard drive, 8x
DL SuperDrive, ATI Radeon X1600
graphics. Wireless keyboard & mouse.
$1 K or first offer over $850 cash.
407-234·8520
BED $140, Mattress Set, Full Size,
Brand New, still in plastic. Dellvery
avail. Call 407-287-2619.
Bed Set: $900, 6 p~solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322

1999 Ford Explorer Sport!
$4,000
Tinted Windows, automatic everything, 5disc cd player, sunroof, keyless entry
(keypad & clicker), running bars, rack
roof, & leather interior. Well maintained!
Call for more info (407) 256-5316

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230, delivery
available. 407-331-1941

2004 Chevrolet Cavalier
2 door, silver, 5 speed, A/C, CID player,
EXCELLENT condition. 47k mi.
Asking price $9000 o.b.o. or take over
payment of $225/mo. 407-797-7737

BED $160, Orthopedic support New
Queen, pillow-top mattress set. In
plastic Warranty, Can Deliver.
Call 407-287-2619.

Bed 100% all brand new King plllowtop set. Must sell, can deliver $220.
Call 407-423-1202.
Couch and Loveseat- Apt. size new
microfiber set, stain resistant.
Can deliver. $425 407-423-1202
BRAND NEW, Tempur-pedic type
Memory Foam Mattress Set wt
warranty. $1800 value. Must sell $495.
Delivery avail. Call 407-423-1202.

FastPitch/Baseball Teams
Needed!
NAFA'S 16th World Serles Title June
17-20 at Disney Wide World Of
Sports!Teams from TN,GA,AL, TX,Ml,IN already in. Girls 10u-18u/Boys10u.Entry fee just $285 www.nafa4kids.com'Tournaments.htm
Call Director DJ: 423-451-9943

1mwANTED
WANTED-WILL PAY CASH!
Scion TC Wheels .& Tires
407-484-8688

KNIGHTRO

How
places Classifieds in the

(!eutral ~odba 31tture
Move-In ready 31212, gorgeous.
Wood floors & tiles, apples Incl W/D,
bllnds, all fans & lights, watervlew,
fireplace, vaulted ceilings, fresh
paint, spacious lot, security system.
2 MIN from UCF. 1614sqft. $253,700.
407-568-7608

for as low as $4 an issue!
Owww.KnightNewspapers.com/
classifieds

Rooms for Rent In 4 Bedroom·
House. Close to UCF Campus.
$350/MO + Utilities. Contact Joel for
more info. 800-940-5033 No Pets.
1 Female Roommate N/S Available May.
$475 includes utilities.
Dean Rd. KellyRoop@hotmail.com
609-330-3673

I

CROSSWORD

Bed Set
A 6 piece set Incl. Queen mattress set.
New In box, $599. Can deliver.
407-423-1202
·Lowest price in Tanner Crossing. Near
UCF,4bdrm/2bath home excellent
condition. Go to www.excelrealtyonline.com offered at $269,999. Diane Molaka
407-222-4270 Excel Realty

-~-·~--

Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com
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Townhome. 3/2.5 with loft/study. Built in
2006.1915 htd sq ft. sec system, comm.
pool, walk to UCF. Call Brad with
Coldwell Banker at 407-920-7800

Fill in the grid
so that every
row, column
and 3x3 box
contains the
digits 1
through 9 with
no repeats.
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4/2, built in '03, beautiful Pergo firs,
fenced yard, maple cabinets. $269,900
*******"•**************-*****•********'*****
Gated condo, 3/2, overlooking lake. New
carpet and appl. $218,500

3/2 Starter/Investment home located in
the Dean/University area. Vaulted
ceiling, split bdrm floor plan and much
more. Priced right at only $222,500! Call
Ernie Swible at EXIT Real Estate
Results, 321-287-3791 .

2

~18

212 Condo 5 min to UCF.
1stflr, Appl incl.WID. Scmd porch. Low
condo fees. Incl. water,basic cable etc.
$153,900 Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874
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Call Nancy, 407-443-9005

Roc;immate needed to share newly
remodeled upscale condo.
Quiet, Clean, F, N/S Only
The Crest At Waterford Lakes $550 +
1/2 Elec +Water Furnished, Internet,
W/D, Gym, Pool +++ Incl.
Call Christie (561) 756-5592

Home for rent: UCF area/ Beautiful
neighborhood! 3/2 w/washer and
dryer, 2 car garage. Ceramic tile
throughout the house. Available in
June. $1,450/month)For more Info
call 407-948-8409.

Garage. 3 Miles from UCF. Lawncare
• and Pest Control Included. Available
Aug 5, 2007. $1900/Month. First & Last
Month, Plus Security Deposit of
$1,000 Required.
Call J.P. 407-948-3884

Call Sal at (908)625-6572

2/2 Condo for rent

3/2.5 condo available immediately. Pool,
patio, new kitchen and bathroom .
$1100/mo Deb 407-399-1624

AWESOME BIG BRAND NEW 4/3/3 in
Avalon Park, gated, granite, stainless,
screened porch, on pond, top of line
,..., everything. Ready in August. $1995 obo
407 466 6363

11.

1/1 Condo 4 Rent
436 and Michigan
Safe, Quiet, and Cleanl
Free cable!
$750/month
Call Angela for more info! 407-227-9011

2

Avallable ASAP

HOMES
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Rent is $ 475.00 a Month; lease has
been renewed till July 2008

&PC

7

*MOVE IN SOLO OR WITH A FRIEND!*
3 Female roomates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from UCF.
$480/mo all included.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

Apartment at Pegasus Pointe UCF
~

5

Close to UCF!ll Room for rent in large
home $500/mo utll. and cleaning
service incl. Prefer female.
Call 407-341-7150.

1 BLOCK FROM UCF!
Beautiful 212 Condo FOR SALE In
Hunter's Reserve. Waterfront, New
Carpet, All Appliances, Spacious
Floor Plan, Quiet Comm., Amenities,
Immaculate condition. Walk to
shopping, close proximity to
expressways. 1025 Sq.FtJ$179,500.
Call 954-600-6482 or
visit www.ucfcondoforsale.com..

In Person:

University Court
Suite200
(IJllhovtttyatw\d.a:a-MJtd.)

8;407-447-4555
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